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We extend to dissipative problems the technique developed in [5, 12-141 
for representing solutions of selfadjoint plane-boundary problems. It is clear 
that the method developed below is applicable to dissipative problems for an 
entire class of first-order symmetric-hyperbolic systems [4], but to avoid the 
stale format of strings of formal hypotheses we prefer to illustrate the method 
for a simple example of physical importance: the Cauchy problem for 
Maxwell’s equations in a half space with the Leontovich boundary condition. 
This problem is solved by a (C,) contractive semigroup for which we obtain 
an explicit representation in the form of superpositions of reflected plane- 
wave and surface modes (Theorem 4.16). 
To formulate the problem, let E = diag(el,,pI,) be the diagonal 6 x 6 
matrix with diagonal elements E, ,U which are the electromagnetic constants 
of a homogeneous, isotropic, loss-free medium filling the half space R?, = 
{x E R3: x3 > -a}, a > 0. Let A(D), Dj= -iaj, j= 1, 2, 3, be the 6 X 6 
matrix operator 
A(D) = i AjDj = 
0 i rot 
rot = 
j=l -i rot 0 ’ 
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Maxwell’s equations for the half space R3, can now be written 
ia,f(x, 1) = E - ‘A (D)f(x, t) = /i (D)f(x, t), xER!,, t>O, (0.2) 
where /i(D) = E- ‘A(D), and f = (5) is a pair of column vectors: 
f ’ = ‘(f, ,f,,f3) = E is the electric field and f2 = ‘(f4,fs, f,) E H is the 
magnetic field. The problem is now to find a solution of (0.2) which is 
square summable on x E R ?, for each t and satisfies the initial and 
boundary conditions 
f (XT 0) =fo(x), xE R:,, (0.3) 
f,W, --a, l) + &(x’, -a, t) = f2(x’, ---a, t) - oLf(x’, --a, t) = 0 (0.4) 
x’ = (x, , x2) E R2, t > 0, aEC, Rea>O. 
In physics the parameter a in (0.4) is proportional to one over the square 
root of the complex dielectric permittivity of a conducting medium filling the 
halfspace {xER3:x3(--a} [2,8], and the intention of boundary condition 
(0.4) is to replace the inhomogeneous initial value problem in R3 by the 
homogeneous initial boundary value problem (0.2~(0.4) thought to approx- 
imate this problem in the half space R ‘, . A heuristic discussion of the range 
of parameters over which this approximation might be satisfactory can be 
found in [ 1,2]; we discuss this briefly in Section 6. We mention also that in 
real media a is, in general, frequency dependent with Re a > 0 and Im a # 0. 
Our results pertain only to constant a satisfying these conditions. 
The content of the paper can be outlined as follows. After introducing the 
necessary background material in Section 1, in Section 2 we show that the 
differential operator n(D) of (0.2) with boundary condition (0.4) engenders a 
maximal-dissipative operator /i in the appropriate Hilbert space. The 
Hille-Yosida theorem then implies that the solution of problem (0.2)-(0.4) is 
delivered by a (C,) contractive semigroup s(t) = exp(-Mt). In Section 3 we 
construct the resolvent F(c) = (A - 1;1))’ of the operator /i, and in Section 4 
we compute the integral of F(c) about the spectrum of/i in such a way that 
it yields a representation of S(t). Section 5 contains a description of the 
structure of the surface waves: they consist of second-order differential 
operators applied to solutions of the scalar-wave equation in R!, which 
satisfy dissipative boundary conditions on (x3 = -a}. Section 6 contains a 
brief discussion of the technique in application to past, present, and future 
problems. We remark that the modifications of the previous work [ 12-141 
required here provide notable simplifications even in the selfadjoint case. In 
particular, it is now possible to compute explicitly the projections 
corresponding to imbedded eigenvalues (the eigenvalue c = 0 in the present 
case); aside from providing a more complete Par.se,val identity, this 
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eliminates the nuisance of working on the orthogonal complement of the 
subspaces corresponding to such eigenvalues and hence affords considerable 
technical simplification. 
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
We recall some properties of the operator A(D) of (0.2) that are needed 
below. More details can be found in [ll-141. 
The transpose of a matrix is denoted by ‘A4 and the conjugate transpose 
by ‘M, while the adjoint of a matrix or operator is denoted by M*. With 
respect to the E inner product (see (0.2)) in C6, (a, ,8) = iaEp, the symbol 
A(v), v E R3\PL 
is selfadjoint with distinct eigenvalues S(q) =jc 1~1, j = 0, f 1, e2 = (ep)- ‘, 
each of multiplicity two. The resolution of the identity for n(q) is 
z = PO(W) + p, (0) + P- I(W), 
A(v) =4(v) P,(o) + J-,(v) P-,(W)? UJ = v/l v I) 
(1.2) 
where the Pk(m) are mutually orthogonal orthoprojectors with respect o the 
E inner product 
‘(EP,) = Ed,, djkPk = PjP,, j,k=O, fl, (1.3) 
wAwA = (wAy, o=rlllvlIES2, j= fl. 
(1.4) 
Let .W, denote the space of functions f; g E L2(R”, C”) with the E inner 
product (f, g),x, = (f, Eg), where here and below (m, a) is the usual L, inner 
product; the norm in L, we denote by I]. ]I. Let 9’ denote the dual of the 
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space 9’ = P(R ‘, C”) of rapidly decreasing, smooth functions. The Fourier 
transform 
@,S(rl) =PP j.” exp(-iqx)f(x) dx sf(r]) 
is an automorphism of .Y with inverse @‘,*f(p) = @,f(-p) which extends 
by continuity to an automorphism of L,(R”, C”) and by duality to an 
automorphism of .Y”. (Below @ with no subscript means di3). For any 
SE Xi the quantity A(D)fE Y’, and the operator A with domain G(A) = 
(fE,&: /ifE.P’E,} is selfadjoint with resolvent Z(c) = (A - u)-’ given by 
Z(C)f(x) = j,, Zk Y; WI Y) dy, ImC#O, (1.5) 
where Z(x, y; [) = Z(x - y; LJ is the fundamental solution, 
obtained from 
IA(D) - LI] I(+? 4 = 4x)Z (1.6) 
[N/-W’= + lw7-~l-‘w4 
kl, 
by Fourier transform in .Y” 
I(*; LJ = (27c-3’2 @*[A(.) - z;rj-’ a. 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
The construction of the resolvent kernels in Section 3 is based on a simple, 
explicit formula for Z(x, y; 0 on any hyperplane x3 = const which we now 
proceed to obtain. Writing R 3 3 q = (& p), < E R’, we extend A.(v) = 
jcdWG3 to complex r=p+iK by nj(L 7) = c lmki73 
j Re n,(t, 7) > 0, j = f 1. Replacing r~ by (<, 7) and A,(q) by A,i(<, 7) in (1.4), 
the P,(& f) satisfy /l(& 7) Pk(& 7) = A,(& 7) Pk(& 7), k = 0, + 1. For 151 # 0 
we define 
7*(6 0 = c-‘\/(1;’ - c2 lcg2), rtIm 7* > 0, (1.9) 
in the [ plane with branch cuts (-a, -c It]), (c I{], co); observe that 
7* (t-9 t-) = -r,(t, 0 z* cr. 0 = -** (% 0 (1.10) 
For]<][#Othematrix[A(&t)-U]- ’ is regular in 7 except for poles in the 
upper- (lower-) half plane at the zeros of det[A (r, 7) - U], i.e., at z+(sL), 
and in a neighborhood of these poles 
[A([,+r;l]-‘= i Ink(r5 7) - r] - ’ P&t, 7). (1.11) 
k=-I 
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Applying Qp, to (l.S), we obtain in 9 
CDzZ(&X3,y;~)=(27c-* emiyft 1 ei(x3-yJ)T [A((,7)--1-I d7.(1.12) 
cc 
Evaluating by the residue theorem, we obtain the following expression 
needed below; here and henceforth we write r = r, in order to simplify 
notation: 
@J(& ---a, y; C) = P(L Y; 6) fyr, 6-7 - ), --a<y,<cO, 
/3(&y; [) = 42x)-' c-*&' exp[--iy’c + ir(a +y3)]. 
(1.13) 
Here P(<, <, 7) = P*(<, [, r) is given explicitly by 
and it is a solution of 
We observe that 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
2. THE MAXIMAL DISSIPATIVE OPERATOR A IN X 
In this section we form an operator /1 and its adjoint /i * which are 
maximal dissipative in the space 2 consisting of functions fi 
g E L2(R?,, C”) with the E inner product (see (0.2)) 
(f, g) = JR3 ‘f(x) Wx) dx. 
--(I 
The operators A, /i * are engendered by the operator /i(D) of (0.2) and the 
respective boundary conditions 
By-(x’, -a) = 0, B== 
1000cf0 
0 1 o-a 0 0’ 1 (2.1) 
B’f(x’, -a) 0, B’ 1 0 0 0 --d = zz 
0 10 cr 0 (2.1') 
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Here, a = a, + ia, E C, Re a = a, > 0. Setting 9 = ker B c C’, it is easily 
seen that 5 = ker B’ = [A,.$?]‘, where (cf. (0.1)) 
A,f=‘(f,,-f,O,-f,,f,,O), 
and for aE.59, bE.9’ 
(2.3) 
(a,A,b)=‘uA,b=O. (2.4) 
For the properties of dissipative operators which are used below see, e.g., 
17, IO]. We remark that the dissipative operator A of [7, IO] will here be 
A = -iA, A* = i/i *, so that, e.g., the dissipative conditions used there 
become in our case 
0 > Re(A 47 = (-i/2)1(f, 47 - (4Lf)l = Wf, 4f), P-5) 
0 > Re(f; A*f) = (-i/2)1(/1 *fif) - (f, A *f)] = Im(A *W). (2.5’) 
DEFINITION 2.1. The operators A, A’ in .X are A(D) on the respective 
domains 
G(j) = (fE b’(R?,, C6): Bf(x’, -a) = O}, (2.6) 
O(k) = (fE !Z(R’,, C6): B’f(x’, -a) = O}, (2.6’) 
3 where 5J(R --(I, C”) is the space of smooth functions with bounded support in 
R’,, the closure of R 3,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The operators A* and A’I are dissipative, i.e., for 
fE g(i) (resp. fE ~(~‘))~ (A’) satisfies (2.5) (resp. (2.5’)). 
Proof: For fE g(A) integration by parts gives 
(.A jf>= -i(a + E)jil llf&‘~ -aI’ + If&‘, -a)l’] dx’ + (&f), 
so that 
Im(f;@> = (+)[(f,&) - (&f)] =-a, I‘ [If,l’ + I.&l*] dx’ G 0, 
-R2 
since a, > 0. Similarly, Im(Alf,f) < 0. 
Since g(A) and 29(/i’) aredense, t$e dissipative operators A and /i’ are 
closable, and we define A, E /i, ,4; E A ‘, i.e., A,, A; are the graph closures 
of Ai, A’. The operators A,, Ai are thus closed and dissipative. This already 
implies the assertion of the next lemma, but we outline the proof for 
completeness. 
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LEMMA 2.3. The ranges ,5??an(A, - iZ) and .@an(Aj + iZ) are closed 
subspaces of AY 
Proo$ If f~ g(A,), then 
Ifl’=~~/~~l~f,~~,-~~lf~-~~~,-~~lJ;f~+~~~f,~,f~ (27) 
G IfI IV, - Wl~ 
since /i, is dissipative. Let FE 5?an(A, - il). Then there exists a sequence 
(f,} c g(A,) such that (A, - iZ)f, + F in 3. Inequality (2.7) implies that 
{f,,} is Cauchy in P, hence, f, +fE 3, and thus, also, A, f, + g E R. 
Since A, is closed, fE @(A,), and A, f =g; thus, F = (A, - iZ)f: The 
assertion for A; is proved in exactly the same way. 
Our immediate objective is to show that the subspaces of Lemma 2.3 are 
also dense in R and hence that .4, and /iI are maximal dissipative. To this 
end we require some technical information which may be found in 19, 111. 
We denote by L2(Rpa, HS) the space of functions square-integrable on 
R = (-a, co) with values in HS(R2), s E R, the usual Sobolev space. The 
Schwartz space of compactly supported functions on the domain Q c R” is 
denoted by B(Q); C,(R-,, ZP) in the space of bounded-continuous 
functions from Z?_, to HS with norm 
W(R-,) = {f:fE Lz(R-o, Ho), atfE L,(R-., H-l)} is the Hilbert space 
with norm 
The operator of tangential mollification is defined by J,f = j:A the 
convolution of j, and f, where j, E G(R*), j > 0, j(-x’) =j(x’), 
suppjc {x’: Ix’] < I}, Jj= 1, and j,(x’) = E-2j(s-Ix’), E > 0. We recall 
that H’(R3,) is isomorphic to (f:fE Lz(RpO,HL), a,fE L,(R-.,H’)}. 
LEMMA 2.4 [9, 111. rf fE W(R-,) (resp. fEH’(R?,)), then 
f E Cb(Z?-a, H-‘I*) (resp. f E Cb(Rma, H”‘)), and the mapping sending 
fE W(R-,) (resp. fE H’(R?,)) into fE Cb(E-ar H-l’*) (resp. 
fE C(R-, , H”‘)) is continuous. 
COROLLARY 2.5 [ll]. ZffE W(R-,) and tyE H’(R!,), then 
-(f-(-a), x(-a>] = Jr PJWr w(t)1 dt - (f, D,wh -a (2.8) 
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where the bracket on the left side is the H-‘12, HLI2 duality bracket, while 
that in the integrand is the duality bracket for H-‘, H’. Moreover, 
f E W(R-a) implies that J,,j f =f;. E W(R -,) and fj -+f in W(R -,) as 
j+ co; hence, on any hyperplane x3 =c alsof;.(+,c)+f(.,c) in H-‘12. 
LEMMA 2.6. If ft g E ,Z’ and (f; A,#) = (g, $) for all 4 E G(j), then 
(--iP)l(g,f I- (fi g)l GO; (2.9) 
similarly, iff, g E X and (f, Ai 4) = (g, 4) for all 4 E @(A’), then 
(6WKf, d - (s,f >I ,< 0. (2.9’) 
ProoJ Set & = JlljS, gj = J,,j g, then A& = JliiAf = gj E X implies that 
A,D,&=Egj-A,D,fj-A,D,fjEX; hence A,fiE H’(Ry,, C”), and so 
A,& and 4, the component of jj in the range of A,, are in C#-,, H’12) by 
Lemma 2.4. If 4 E @c/i), then also dj = J,,j4 E g(j), and hence by 
Corollary 2.5 
(gj,~)=(g,~ji)=(frAs~j)=(~~As~) 
= i[A,fj(-, --a), 4(., -a)] + (gj, #), 
(2.10) 
so A, fj(., -a) E J8’, and hence fj(., -a) E 9’. Therefore, the H- I/‘, H’l2 
duality bracket 
[A3fj,jijl = 2 Re a lR1 WJ, (x’, +)I’ + ICfih W, -aI’} dx’. 
Hence, by Corollary 2.5 
(-iP)I(gj3&>-<fj~ gj)l 
= -Re CI 1 {l(j& (x’, -a)]’ + I(h), (x’, -a)/‘} dx’ < 0. (2.11) 
.R2 
The proof of the second assertion is essentially the same, where now (2.10) 
implies that $ E 3, because [A,(A,3)‘]‘= A?. The H-“2, H”2 duality 
bracket is now 
IA&.$1 = -2 Re a: JR2 W& (x’, -aI + l(.f& (x’, -a)l’l dx’, 
and (2.9’) now follows from Corollary 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.7. The operators A, and A; are maximal dissipative, and 
A; = A:. 
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Proof To prove the first assertion it suffices to show that the two 
subspaces of Lemma 2.3 are dense in Z (and so equal to 3). Suppose that 
f~ Z is orthogonal to 2an(A, - il). Then (f,A,#) = (-if, 4) for all 
4 E D(A), and hence by Lemma 2.6, inequality (2.9) 
0 > (-i/2)1(-if,fi - (J1 -if)] = lflZI 
and so f = 0. In the same way, inequality (2.9’) implies that 2an(A; + iI) is 
dense. If 4 E G?(Al), v E g(j) integration by parts and (2.4) show that 
(jv, $) = (w, A’$), and this equality then holds for any fE g(A,). Hence, 
/i’ CA: and so also, /iI c/i:; since A, maximal dissipative implies that AT 
is maximal dissipative and /iI is maximal dissipative, it follows that 
A; = A;. 
To verify that particular functions are actually in G@(/i,) or g(/lz) in 
practical calculations, it is convenient o have another characterization of the 
operators A,, A$. Recall now that if fEX the statement hat the 
distribution Af= A(D)f is in X means that there exists g E Z’ such that for 
all 4 E B(R3,, C”) (g, (6) = (f.A#>. 
DEFINITION 2.8. The operators A,, A ,* in Z are A(D) on the respective 
domains 
fE D(A,,,) if and only if f, AfE d%” and there exists 
g E Z’ such that for all 4 E a(i’) (f, A#) = (g, 4); 
(2.12) 
fE a(/ih) if and only if f, AfE X and there exists 
g E A? such that for all $ E G%(j) (A A$) = (g, 4). 
(2.12’) 
The definition is good, because @(/i) and g(/l”) are dense in Z, also, 
integration by parts and (2.4) show that /i c A ,,,, A’ c A I,. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The operators A, and AL, are densely defined, closed, 
and dissipative. 
Proof: Let (f, g) be in the closure of the graph of A,, and let 
{f,} c g(A,) be such that f,, --+f, Af,, -+g. Since Af” EZ, A$, f E 
L,(R _ar H-l), and hence by Corollary 2.5 for any 4 E Q(R?,, C”) 
(f, 4) = lim(f,, A@> = W/if,, 4) = (g, $1. 
Thus, the graph of A, is closed, and similarly for the graph of A;,. With 
f E g(A,) and gj = Jllj/if, we establish (2.11) in the same way as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.6. Passing to the limit as j+ co, we find that A, is 
dissipative on the basis of Corollary 2.5. 
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Since A, c A, and A,* c A;, we have 
COROLLARY 2.10. A,=A,,,~A,and/i~=A~,=/i~~/i*. 
LEMMA 2.11. The sef M‘ = { ‘(grad #, grad v/): w, d E g(R Y,) ) is dense 
in the null spaces N(A) and &‘“(A *) p 
.“‘(A*) =J? 
rovided that a # 0, and hence Y’(A) = 
Proof: If SE .,&“(A) is orthogonal to -A”; then 
@2f(t, x3) = dt) ‘(tj, t2, i I <I, O,O, 0) ew- I Cl (x3 + a)) 
+ v(t) YO,OIO,tl, t2, iltl)exp(-ItI (x3 +a>>, 
where ,D and v are scalar functions. The conditions that B’, B@,f(& -a) = 0 
now imply that ,U = v = 0 and hence that f = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.12. fE . K(A)’ = ./#“‘(A *)’ E 2 if and only if 
div f’ = div f’ = 0. (2.13) 
Examples of functions in ,& are those in 
T= {A@ 4 E .@(R:,, C”)}. (2.14) 
There are other functions of special form in <? which we now construct. We 
define 
d(t)= ‘(t,,t2,iltl), {ER2, (2.15) 
and 0 = ‘(0, 0,O). Let ,D and v be measurable, scalar functions on R2 such 
that 
I * I I” ,u, / . /1’2 v E L,(R 2, C); (2.16) 
let x,(/<l) denote the charateristic function of the ball {ItI < R} c R2, and 
define 
@2Z:(ty x3 ; P) = x,(1 4) ~(4 ‘(4th 0) exp(- I4 (x3 + a>), 
@2Z!(ty x3 ; v> = x,d <I) ~(4 ‘Kh40) exp(-I 4 k + a>). 
(2.17) 
Then there exist the limits in 2 
Z,(x; ~cl> = fi”, Z;“(x; ~1, -3 
Z2(x; v) = ii”, Zt(x; v). --t 
P-18,) 
(2.18,,) 
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We observe that all the components of Z, and Z, are harmonic functions on 
R1,: e.g., if Q E @(R?,, C), then for i = l,..., 6, 
(d#, (zl>i (‘G P)) = ii,% (d4, (z*)p (.i Pu)) = O* 
Thus, the components are harmonic as distributions and are hence ordinary- 
harmonic functions [3, p. 1221. They are thus smooth functions on Ry,. 
Since ZL and Z, are furthermore square summable and satisfy (2.13) they 
are in 2. We observe that Z, is orthogonal in 2 to Z,. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let r be the closure in SF of the set (2.14), and let 
[Z,(.;,u)], [Z,(.; v)] denote the sets of all functions of the form (2.18,), 
(2.18,), where ,a and v are measurable functions satisfying (2.16). Then 
lZ,(~;~u)l and [-G<-; ~11 are mutually orthogonal subspaces of 2, and G?+ is 
the E-orthogonal direct sum 
P= T@ [Z,(.;,u)] @ [Z,(.; v)]. (2.19) 
Moreover, if /?, A* are the parts of A, A* in 2, L9(/i) =#ng(A), 
g@*)=png(A*), then 
(01 = won [Z,(*;ru>l CD [a*; v>l 
= q/i*> n [Z,(*;cl>] CD [Z,(*; v)]. (2.20) 
Proof: First, Z, and Z, are orthogonal to T: e.g., for d E @(Ry,, C”) 
44 PM Z,(* ; Pu>> 
= lim 
i R-m R:. ‘kW*Wl W+ exp(-1.1 (x3 + aN~R(14~U(-Odx 
= 0. 
Next, if f Ep is orthogonal to T, then div f i = 0 and rot f i =0 in 
g’(R ?,), i = 1, 2, and it is a straightforward computation to show that f 
has the form f = Z,(. ; ,B) + Z,(. ; v), where ,U and v satisfy (2.16). If f is in 
the closure of [Z,(a ; ,u)] or [Z,(- ; v)] it is again orthogonal to T, and so f is 
again of the form 2, or Z,. Hence, [Z,(. ;p)] and [Z,(- ; v)] are closed 
subspaces. Suppose that Zi E g(A); then AZi E L, and AZi = 0, i.e., 
(Zi,A#) = 0 for all Q E g(R?,), i = 1, 2. Hence, for all v/E g(i’) by 
Corollary 2.5 
0=-i(Zi,Aw)= [Z,(.,-a),A,yl(.,-a)]= [~,Z,(.,-a),A,~,y/(.,-a)]. 
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Writing this out for i = 1, 2 and using the fact that v E g(A’) is arbitrary, 
we see that ,u = v = 0 a.e., and hence Zi = 0. 
Remark. With the set .F-t‘ of Lemma 2.11 the space .X thus has the 
decomposition 
This is, of course, just the familiar Gillberger decomposition [141; it is the 
analogue for the operator A and the manifold R?, of the perhaps more 
familiar Hodge decomposition. 
3. THE RESOLVENT KERNELS AND THE URMODES 
The maximal-dissipative operators A and A * of the preceding section 
generate continuous semigroups of contraction operators S(t) = exp(-i/if) 
and S*(t) = exp(iA*t) in ,X. Our ultimate goal is to represent these 
semigroups in terms of the generalized eigenfunctions of A and A *. To this 
end we need a representation of the resolvents .Y (0 = (A - g)) ’ and 
.V*(Q = (A * - D)-’ of A and ,4 * in terms of resolvent kernels G(x, y; i), 
G’(x,y; r>: for fE AV’ 
.y(t;) f(x) = I’ W-G Y; 0 f( Y) dy, 
.R’il 
.F *(C)f(x) = 1’ G’(x,Y; r)f(~) dy. 
” R ! (, 
The present section is devoted to obtaining a representation of these kernels. 
First, we observe that the fact that Y*(C) is the adjoint of g(C) implies 
that the kernels are related by 
J=‘(x,Y; r, = ‘[WY, x; <>I. (3.2) 
In the selfadjoint cases a =0 or Re a = 0, Im a # 0, G’ = G, and this 
becomes the usual relation EG’(x, y; [) = EG(x, y; c) = r[ EG( y, x; [)I. 
We seek G and G’ in the form 
G(x, Y; C) = 1(x, Y; 0 - R(x, Y; 0 
G’(x,Y; r)=I(x,y; c) --R’(x,Y; r>, X,Y ER:,, 
(3.3) 
where Z(x, y; [) of (1.5) can be interpereted as the radiation incident at 
x E RY, due to a unit source at the point y, and R and R’ are the fields 
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reflected from the boundary {x3 = -a}. The functions R and R’ should 
satisfy 
[AP,) - 01 WC Y; 0 = 0, 
[A(D,) - PI R’(x,y; r> = 0, x,yE R:,, 
and the boundary conditions on {x3 = -a} (see (2.1), (2.1’)) 
BR (x’, --a, Y; C) = BW, -a, Y; 6-h 
B’R’(x’, --a,y; r> = B’Z(x’, --a,~; r>. 
Taking the Fourier transform on x’, Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) become 
[A(<, &,I - U] @At, ~39~; C> = 0, 
[4W,,)-a] @zR’(~,x,d)=O, 
B@,R(t, ---a,~; C) = B@,Z(t, --a,~; 0. 
B’@,R’(<, ---a,~; c) = B’@,Z(<, -a,~; r>. 
Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are satisfied by (see (1.15)) 
@2R(<y x3, Y; 0 = P(t, Y; 62 expW, + a>> P(t, CC, 5) C(t, 0 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
where C(<, [) and C’(& [) are chosen to satisfy (3.8), (3.9) which are now 
(see (1.13)) 
Using (1.14), we obtain the solutions 
CCL 0 = (4ti C))-’ [4% NP-’ -a’> Q, + aC(cI)l, 
C’(t, C) = (A’(<, O-’ [&(L r>@~-’ -a’) Q, - WC>], 
Q, = diag(l, 1, -1, -1, -1, l), 
(3.12) 
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4t2 C) = A,(C 0 Ad& 0, A’(6 0 = A%, r> A.i4K ‘3, (3.13) 
AAL c> = PC + ffr, A,w(L i) = aei + 5, (3.14) 
A;(<, 1;, = PC- Er(T, 0 = d-,(C, 0, (3.15) 
A,L(L 0 = -s+ r(<, 1;> = -d,&, C), (3.16) 
where the second equalities in (3.15) and (3.16) follow from (1.10). We 
observe that 
‘w, c-1 = C’(C 4). (3.17) 
The symmetry relation (3.2) can be written in the equivalent form 
E@, G’((, x3, y; i) = exp(-X(x’ + Y’)) ‘[E@, WC, ~3, X; C) 1. (3.18) 
Since from (1.13) 
exp(-i&x +y’)) ‘[E@,Z(t, y,, x; Cl = E@,Z(t, x3, y; r>, (3.19) 
it follows that 
exp(-X(x’ + y’)) ’ [E@,R (4 y,, X; 01 = EQS,R~ x3, Y; 0, (3.20) 
and this with (3.17) implies the paramutation relations 
C’(L 0 p(r, ‘2 -46 ‘3) = JYr, c, 4r, 0) C’(L 0, 
(3.21) 
which can be checked directly. 
The expressions (3.10) for R and R’ are meaningless if C= C(T) is a root 
of A(<, [) (it follows from (3.13~(3.16) that [ is a root of A(<, LJ if and only 
if r is a root of A’(& c)). These eventual roots give the frequencies of the 
surface modes. To avoid considering various cases we henceforth assume 
that Re a = a, > 0 and Im a = a2 # 0. The corresponding results for other 
values of a compatible with the condition Re a1 > 0 are discussed in the final 
section. 
LEMMA 3.1. For a = a, + ia,, a, > 0, az # 0, the functions AM(<, [), 
AE(& [) of (3.14) have the respective simple roots 
m(t) = --E-‘P ITI, P =pI + ipz, pz>O, a,p,>O, p’=@c-‘-a’)-‘, 
44 = cq ItI, 4 = q1 + iq2, q2 < 0, a2q, > 0, q2 = -a2p2, 
(3.22) 
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for which the corresponding values of T are 
7,(t) = 7(& 63) = -aem = ap I tl, 
7,(t) = 7(& e(t)) = -a-‘w(t) = -a-‘wq ItI. 
(3.23) 
Proof: With p* of (3.22) from (3.14) 0 = dM(& m(c)) and 0 = A,((, e(r)) 
imply, respectively, that m(t)’ = EC*p* /<I* and e(r)’ = -c’a*p’ I<l*, and the 
roots are extracted on the basis of the condition Im 7 > 0: 
0 > --EC’ Im t(<, m(t)) = a2 Re m(r) t a, Im m(r), 
O>-,~‘~a~‘Imr(~,e(~))=a,Ime(~)-a,Ree(r). 
The construction of the resolvent kernels (3.3) can thus be carried out for 
all points [ not contained in R or the lines e(A) = cqA, m(A) = --E -‘PA, 
2 E (0, co). We set 
a=o(A)=RU{m}U(e}, 
{m} = {r&l) = -&-lpk, A E (0, CD)}, 
(3.24) 
{e} = {e(l) = cqk, 1 E (0, co)}. 
Then for [ @ a(A) Y(C), S’*(C) can now be written in the form 
where Z(x, y; C) is given by (1.8) and R(x, y; C) and R ‘(x, y; t;> are given by 
(3.10), (3.12)-(3.16). 
THEOREM 3.2. For [65 a(A) .F?([), Y*(C) give the resolvents of A, /i *, 
i.e., for f EZ the expressions (3.25) give functions F([)f E a(A), 
F*(C)f E g(A*) and (A - z;I)Z([)f=J (A* - U) g*([)f=f: 
Proof: We prove the assertion for L%‘(C); the proof for .A?‘*({) is the same. 
It is first shown that S’(C) is a bounded operator on GK For [ 6L o(A) 
I%>f Ix< IIm Cl-’ IfIx 
409/89/l-10 
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and 
where 
Now for large jr/, P(<, 4, r) C(<, c) is O((</*), and hence for a constant c(c) 
Therefore, 
Hence, IWlfl,x < 40 VI F. N ow let I,U, q% E @(R?,) so that G2@(r, xj) is 
rapidly decreasing in c; then integration by parts yields (Ay/, ,z’(L)d) = 
(WY 4 + 4-mc;M)~ and hence AF(()$ = 4 + r.?‘(C) E 27 Further, 
BY(<) j-(x’, -a) = 0 by construction, so ~WCW E a@ >, and 
(A - (Z).%‘(<)# = #. N ow f or any fE Q(A) let {#,I c@(R?a, C”> be such 
that $,-S in P, then by the foregoing Y(c) 4, E g:(A) and (A -U) 
,X(r) 4, = #,. Since ,Y([) is bounded ,Y(c) 4, -+ ,‘t’(<)f, and, since A is closed, 
.X’(C;)fE @(A) and (/i - U) Y([)f=f: 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 gives an alternate proof that ,4s is maximal 
dissipative, i.e., that .G@an(A, - U) = ,P. 
Finally, as an application of (3.17), (3.20), and (3.21), we derive 
expressions for the urmodes which are needed in the next section. Here and 
henceforth, I, = x~-~,~)( y3) is the characteristic function of (-a, 00). 
We have 
~,(~~)G(x,y;r)=Z(x,y;r)--~-,.-,,(y,)z(x,y;i)--X,(y,)R(x,y;r). 
(3.26) 
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since (3.20) is equivalent o ER(x, y; [) = ‘[ER’( y, x; r> 1, 
~~R(x,r,y,;r)=E-“[E~,,R’(r,y,,x;r)] 
= P(t, x; r> explir(t, MY, + a)] CCC C) p(Q 4, -7tt;. Ok 
so that 
. -0 
= -(~~)-3/2 C-2yt-l exp [ -iup + ix’t + iz(x, + a)] 
x @ + 5) - ’ cc<, 0 P(C. c-9 -z(C 0) (3.27) 
by (1.13) and (1.10). From (1.8) 
= (2x)~2Xc-m.-a,(y3)eix’” Ia. exPli(x3-~3)plI~i(rl)-~l~‘dp; 
00 
since x3 E (-a, oo), x~-~,-~)( y3)(x3 -y3) > 0, and so the integral may be 
evaluated by the residue theorem in the upper half plane with the result that 
@,*,x,-a,-.,(Y3)% LY3G 0 
= i(27c)-’ cm2Cr-’ exp[ix’t+ i(x, -y3)5]x,_,._.)(y~)P(r, Lr). 
Hence, 
@r*xc-co-o,(Y3)~(x~ vi 0 (3.28) 
= (2x)-3’2 c-y-’ exp [ ix’< + ir(x, + a) - iup] @ - 5) - ’ P(<, C, r). 
Finally, from (1.8) 
@,*Z(x, ‘I; <) = (2n)-“’ exp(ivx)[A(v) - tJI]-‘. (3.29) 
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Define 
~(r;r)=c-*r~-‘[@-~)-‘P(r,r,~)-@+r)-’C(~,~)P(~,~,-t)](3.30) 
M’(rl; r> = c -y-‘[@ - 5)-’ P (6 L r> - @ + z> - ’ C’(k 0 P(5, L -5) I. 
From (3.26~(3.30) we now have 
W, ?I; 0 = exp(@) @,*x0( y3) G(x, Y; C)(v) E- ’ 
= (2~))“” exp(ix’<){exp(ip(x, + a)][A(q) - U]-’ 
- exp[ir(x, + a)] M(rl; c)} E-‘. (3.3 1) 
The expression for @$Y, G’(x, y; c)(q) is obtained by replacing C by C’ in 
(3.3 1) 
Y’(x, rl; C) = exp(iw> @,*x0( y3) p’(x, Y; CM) E- ’ 
= (27re3’* exp(ix’<){exp[ip(x, + a)][A(q) - ir] -’ (3.32) 
- exp[ir(x, + a)] M’(n; [)} E-‘. 
The functions Y, Y’ are the urmodes of/i, A *, respectively. Their limits as i 
approaches points of u give the plane-wave and surface modes for /1 and A *. 
4. THE REPRESENTATION IN TERMS OF GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTIONS 
In this section representations of the contraction semigroups S(t) = 
exp(-it/l), S*(t) = exp(itA *), t > 0, are obtained in terms of the generalized 
eigenfunctions of A, A*. The central issue here is to establish the Parseval 
identity for A. A *. Now for a selfadjoint operator S with resolvent R,(i) the 
basis for an eventual Parseval identity for S is the well-known formula 
I = (27ci)-’ lim lcio JR [R,(L + iK) -R&l - ire)] dk (4.1) 
In order to interpret this formula in a manner that generalizes to nonselfad- 
joint operators, we first observe that if S is a bounded operator, (4.1) states 
that the integral around the spectrum of S is the identity; this is simply 
Cauchy’s theorem in the Banach algebra of bounded operators. For 
unbounded operators S we can also interpret (4.1) as an integral around the 
spectrum in the sense that 
(4.2) 
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where C,=C,+UC,, Ci=([=I+i!c:-N(IZ<N}, and C;=([=A-- 
ire: N > 2 -+ -IV}; here, C; is the oriented line segment from N - iK to 
-N- iic. In the form (4.2) formula (4.1) generalizes to nonselfadjoint 
operators. 
For fixed K > 0 we define an oriented curve C(K) about the set u of (3.24) 
consisting of directed line segments taken in the order indicated (see 
Lemma 3.1): 
C(K) = [i+, i’, e,, e-, m,, m-, iL 1, 
i+(K)= {<=I+irc:-co <A < co}, 
i’(K)= {[=A -ilc: a3 > A-+---Kq;‘(q, + Iqj’)}, 
e+(K) = {C= cql + iqlc: -(cq2)-l (ql + ic) <A < co}, 
e-(K)= {[=cqA-iqlc: co >A--+c-‘~(Imq))’ (IpI’-Rep@ > 0}, 
(4.3) 
m+(~)={~=--E-‘p~-ilcp:O<&~(Imp~)-’(~q~*-Rep~)~~<co}, 
m-(x)= {[=--~-~pl+ircp: co >IZ+Gp;‘(p, + 1)}, 
iL(fc)={[=k-iiK:--Kp;‘(pI+Ip12)>A---oo}. 
To be specific, we have assumed here that a, = Im a > 0; if a2 < 0 the roles 
of e and m are interchanged. 
Let 2 3f= xa F, F E -4, be the restriction to R 3, of a function F E &. 
From (3.27) 
LY(C) f(x) = j G(x, Y; 6-1 J-(Y) & = s-(C) f(x) - g’(C) f(x), (4.4) 
RLo 
where from (3.27~(3.29) 
cY’(() f(x) = jRi Z(x, y; C) xaF( Y) & = jR1 @,*Z(x, Y; t)(v) @x2(v) h’ 
--(I 
= (27r)-3’2 JR3 e ixr, [/i(v) - t;rl --I @x2’(v) drl 
= J q-XJY3) Z(x9 K C)(s) @I) & (4.5) R3 
=(27~)~/* j {e'""[/l(~)---1-l -c-*cT-I 
R’ 
X ew[ix’t + it(x, + a) - iap]@ - 5)-l P(& [, 5)) P(q) dy, 
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We observe that Z(<)f(x) = I([) x,F(x), where I(c) is the free-space 
resolvent (1.5); J’([)f(x) is thus actually defined for all xER3, although 
expression (4.4) holds only for x E R 3,. 
Now let N > N,, where N, is a fixed-positive number to be specified 
below, and let CN(~) be the portion of the oriented curve C(K) of (4.3) inside 
a disk of radius N with center at the origin. We define 
=i . C*(H) ~~(Of(x) 4 - 1. ~W>f(x) 4 (4.7) -c\(K) 
= .F’(N, ~)f(x) - .1(N, K)~(x). 
The Parseval identity for A essentially results from the fact that the left side 
of (4.7) tends weakly to f in AY uniformly with respect to K E (0, x0] as 
N-+ co. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let h E .X3 and define 
Z(N, K)h = 1. I(Oh di, 
‘C(N,K) 
where Z(c) is the free-space resolvent (1.5). Then in the topology of .YY3 
Z(N)h E lid Z(N, K)h = 2i7c@* \‘ x,(Aj( . )) Pii;, 
j=c I 
where xN(.) is the characteristic function of the interval (-N, N). 
Proof Since Z([)h is holomorphic in C\R, in .;V, 
(4.8) 
where 
I(N, ic)h = Z’(N, rc)h + o,(l), (4.9) 
I’(N, fc)h = 1’ ICP 4, 
C’W.K) 
C’(N, K) = [i\(N, K), i’(N, K)] 
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Further, if 
M(N, K; 5’) Tf(ll) + 7~ i Pi(q) ~,&?~(q’)) ii(q) pointwise as K 1 0. 
j=-I 
Now by (1.8) 
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(4.10) 
= (2n)-3’2 I,.,,..) I,3 e i”“[A(q) - cz] -‘&v) dv 4 
=(2n)-3y-/ d.j-=) d/i 
x i qG9 ho I j=-1 [ 
1 1 
A],(q) - (A + iK) - Aj(q) - (A - iK) II 
= (2~)~~‘~ jR3 eiXq 
Q ji, pj(?) ii(rl) jp~~jd' 
2iK 
’ [Aj(V)-l]* + K* 
= 2i(2n)-3/2 jR, eiX~M(N,K;~)h(~)dy. 
Hence, 
II@Z(N,K)h-2i7C i PjxN(I2j)h11& 
j=-l 
1 
= 1 R3 I2WN, Xi rl) &VI - 2in C XdIzJI) pj(V) RV)l* & + O,(l) j=-1 
= o,(l) 
by (4.9), (4.10). 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let g E AY, and let Z 3 f = x,F be the restriction of 
FE.& to R:,. Then for .?‘(N, ~)f of (4.7) 
( g, J(N)f > = h ( g, .r(N Klf > K10 
and, hence, 
= 2in i (Spx-, g, EX,(Jj(*)) ti@xaF), 
(4.11) 
j= - 1 
$5 ( g, cr(N)f > = 2inc( g, f 1. (4.12) 
Proof: For g E Z 
( g, cys-(N, xlf) = 01, g, WY K) x,F) = (@x, g, J=‘W’L ~1 x2). 
Hence, 
Expression (4.11) now follows from (4.8), and, passing to the lim,Tcu, by 
(1.2) we obtain 
$T( g, J(Wf) = W@x, g, E@xA 
= 2iTc(x, g, Exa F) = 2in( g, f ). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 2 3 f = xa F, where F E X3 is any function such that 
supp E is compact. Then for any g E Z and large N 
Y--- 
I( g, 9Wlf I = ?‘g I( g, WY xlf >I = %(lh (4.13) 
where o,J 1) = oN( 1; f, g) depends on f and g. 
Proof: Letb=max{l,c,c~qJ,~~1~p~},andfixN>No,whereNoissuch 
that supppc {b Iv1 <N,/4} ( see (4.3)). Then from (4.6) 9(c) f(x) is 
regular for [E A -(N, K) = {[ E C: Im c < -K, I [I = N}, and, of course, it is 
also regular for c E A +(N, K) = {c E C: Im [ > K, I [I = N}. Hence, for any 
g E 3 by Cauchy’s theorem 
where 
(g,.P(N,K>f I= (g,~W’(N,~lf)+o,(lh (4.14) 
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We prepare to estimate AT’(N, ~)f: With B,, = tan-’ [K/~-I 
A+(N,K)= {Ne’e:8,<t9<n-0,}, 
A-(N,K)= {Neie:8,+n<8<2n-O,}. 
(4.16) 
Now Im r = ] r] sit@, + Q/2, where #L $2 are the respective angles the 
vectors C-c]<], C+c]<] make with the’ieal axis, 0 < 4, < 27~ --71< $2 < 7~. 
From elementary geometric onsiderations we find that for [ E A *(N, K) 
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cIm 5 > Nwkco,n,2,w + (1 - e0k2,n,(w9 CEA+(NK), 
cIm 7 a NW - eeXt3n,2,2nm + w-1 - 1h,3n,2m, c E UN3 4. 
It now immediately follows that 
Jc-eo 
J 
exp [ -(x + a) Im r ] de < 27rc/N(x + a), CEA+(N,K), 
00 (4.17) 
.2n- e. 
1 
exp[-(x + a) Im r] d6’ < 27rc/N(x + a), CEA-(N,K). 
n-e0 
Further, for all c E A *(N, K), q E supp P for a constant d = d(f) > 0 
I [ C(L rS) P(tl L et)] ij I< 4 i,j= l,..., 6, (4.18) 
uniformly with respect o K E (0, K,,], and, finally, from (4.16) 
exp(-iap) p(‘cr, P)@ + r)-’ dp Ip(5, p)l* dp. (4.19) 
We are now ready to estimate S?L(N, K). From (4.6), (4.15) with an 
obviously legitimate interchange of the order of integration 
CR k(N ~1 f(x) = j, (N K) * * 
& jRI @~*X,(Y~)NW; C)W%)dv 
= p-3/2 c-2 jR3 exp(ix’t - iw> 1 jA 
* 
(N,K) ewMx3 + a>1 
x CT- ‘@ + 5) - ’ W, C-1 P(t, C, -5) 4 t &) dv, (4.20) 
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and, hence, 
= p-‘/2 c-2 
I 4 expli~(x, + a>1 CT- ‘CC<, 0 p(t, i, -t> A *W,r) 
X exp(-iup)@ + t)-’ p(<, p) dp. 
! 
(4.21) 
From (4.16), (4.18), (4.19), and (4.21) we now have 
I @,~@:(N K)f(5, x31Z 
< n-‘2’d2Nc-’ 
[r 
exp[-(x, + a) Im r] dB 
x I 
’ 1 I~(~,p)12 dp 
< r-‘22d2Nc-’ x~-~,-~+~,,,&J 7~’ 
1 
+x(-a+ I/N,cD) (x3) [j 
2 
exp[-(x, + a) Im rl d6’ 
I tr 
I ht, PI’ 4 
< z-‘2’d2c-‘(N ~2x(-,: -a+ I,‘&4 
+x- ( a+~,~,co)(~3)4~~c~IN(x3 + a,21~ l~(W12 4 
by (4.17). Here J‘, is Ii for A+?> and (2 for 3:. Thus, 
J O” --LI 
I@2 533; W, K)f(‘t, x3)/’ dx, < 207r d2c 1’ 1 F(<, p)J ’ dp, 
i.e., .W;(N, ~)f is uniformly bounded in N > N,, K E (0, ~~1. Next, from 
(4.16), (4.17), and (4.20) 
IS?‘,(N, ~)f(x)I < 8d(27rm312 1 If(q)J dql exp[-(x, + a) Im r] dB 
lz (4.23) 
< 4c dN-‘(x3 + a)-’ I&,. 
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Now let 4 E g(R?,, C”) (so that the distance from sup d to {xj = -a) is 
positive). Then by (4.23) 
so that (4.13) holds with g = 4 by (4.14). For any g E Z let 
{#,} c g(R?,, C”) be such that 4, + g in X. Then by (4.22) 
Given 6 > 0 we choose and fix m = m(6) such that the second term is less 
than 6/2; using (4.24), we then choose N > N, = N,(m(J)) E N,(6) such that 
the first term is less than 6/2. The left side is then less than 6 for N > N,-,(6) 
uniformly with respect to K E (0, K~]. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.3. 
Remark. Relation (4.12) is actually only needed below for 
g E G(R?,, C6); the same applies to relation (4.25) in the next theorem. 
Combining Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, we now have the following 
result: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let C(N, K) be the portion of C(K) of (4.3) inside a disk 
of radius N with center at the origin. Let A? 3f= xaF be the restriction to 
R y, of F E 3; such that supp p is compact. Define Y(N, Ic)f by (4.7). Then 
for any gEZ 
t;“m l$ I ( g, y(N, K)f > - 2in( g, f )I = 0. (4.25) 
Remark. It is seen below that for a more restricted class of f the 
limKl,( g, .V(N, K)f) actually exists, so that the limit superior in (4.25) can 
be replaced by the ordinary limit. 
The relation (4.25) is half the Parseval identity for A, ,4 * and this 
particular class of J: To obtain the other half we compute <?Y(N, tc)f in a 
different way. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A? 3 f = xaF be the restriction to R y, of a function 
FEZ; such that PE%J(R3,C6) and (l<l=O}nsupp~=0. Let O<d= 
dist(suppk, (ItI = 0)) and 46 = d mitt{&-’ IpI, c 191, ca, IpI, c}. Then Y([)f 
is regular in the punctured disk D = {I[/ < 26}\(O). If in (4.3) K is chosen so 
small that the points of intersection of the line segments forming the portion 
of C(N, K) in the lower-halfplane lie in D, then for any g E A? with e,(A) = 
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Ccl1 f iv, m,(A) = - E -‘PA T kp, and N > N,, , where No is as in the prooj’ 
of Lemma 4.3, 
(g, .Y(N, ~)f) = 2iK I’* (F*(A f iK)g, F(l T irc)f) d,l 
‘S 
+ 2iKcq2 
J .N (c~*k@>>s9 ~CG>>f> dd 
(4.26) 
s 
+ o,(l). 
Proof: For ~=(<,~)EsuppF”, (ED we have l[+cl<lI>26, 
IC-nj(?l)l>26, lC-e(t)l>2& and IC - m(t)1 2 26, so that z(t, p), 
P + 42 51, and Wf, 0 are regular in D, and hence so is F([)f= r(LJf-- 
~%‘([)f by (4.5), (4.6). Thus, by Cauchy’s theorem C(N, K) may be deformed 
to the disjoint union 
c(N, K) = i(N, K) U e(N, K) U m(N, K), 
i(N, K) = i, (N, K) U i- (N, K), 
0, K> = e, (N, K) U e- (N, K) U a,(K), 
m(N, K) = m + (N, K) U m - (N, K) U a,(K), 
(4.27) 
i+(N,K)={[=L+ifc:-N(A(N}, 
i-(N,K)={[=l-iK:N>l+-NJ 
e+(N, K) = {<= cqA + iqK: 6 < 1 < N), 
ec(N, K) = ([ = cqA - iqK: N > A-+ a}, 
m+(N,K)=(~=--EC1p~-iKp:6<~<N}, 
m-(N,K)={r=-&-‘p~+iKp:N>~~8}, 
and a,(K) and a,(K) consist of line segments of length 2~ joining the end 
pointsofe+,e- andm+,m-, respectively. Since [ -+ ,F(~)f is continuous on 
C(N, K) compact 
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(4.28) 
= [ (g, ql;)f) 4. 
” C(N,a) 
Since (g, F([)f) is regular in D, 
i(N,ti) 
( g, F(t;)f) dC = I-’ ( g, .F(A + irc)f) dl + !’ -N ( g, F(12 - k)f) dl 
e-N -6 
+ 1’ 
--K 
( g, F(-8 + it)i dt + !” ( g, F(A + irc)f) dl 
6 
+ 1.’ (g, .F(A - irc)f) dL + 1” (g, F’(S + iQf)i df 
-N ---K 
++ (g, W3f> 4 . III=8 
= 
J6 -N (g, [F(L + ilc) - F(A - k)]f) dk 
+ IN (g, [y(3, + iK) - g(n - iK)]f) dL 
-8 
- hi f=“o”‘g, ~‘(Clf) + o,(l) (4.29) 
= 2itc I-* (.Y*(A f ilc)g, Y(A T itc)f) dA 
--N 
+ 2iic -N (Y*(A f iK)g, F(A T iK)g) dll 
.! 6 
-2~i~~~(s,~~(ilf)+o,(l) 
by the resolvent identity. Next, 
i- Cq 1 a ( g, ~(cd - iqrc)f) dl + 0,. 1) 
(4.30) 
N 
= 2icq*K 6 (g (e.(A)lg, ~(e&)>f)dA + o,(l). f 
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Finally, 
( g, F(C)f) 4 = --E - lP !” ( g, q--E ‘PA - i~Pl.f) d/J 
s 
(-E - ‘PA + iup)f) d/I + 0,. 1) 
I 
N 
= -&-‘p ( g, [.!?(-& - ‘PA - kp) 6 
-F(--E-‘pA+i~p)]f)dli+o,(l) 
(4.3 1) 
= 2iueC’pZ 
I N (~*(m,(~))g, ~(m&>lf> dA + o,(l). 6 
Combining (4.27)-(4.31), we obtain (4.26). 
LEMMA 4.6. Let x+(x) = xR+(x3) be the characteristic function of R:, 
and for f E 8 define 
f,(x) =f (x’, x3 - a), 
&:,(t; 0 = G’n)-“’ jom exp(i@, 0 x3) @zf,(t, x3) dx,. 
(4.32) 
Then with !P(x, q; C), F’(x, V; i) of (3.31), (3.32) 
Y(C) f(v) = exp(4.q) @x,~**(C)f(?) 
=! 
’ ‘y(x, II; 63 Ef (x) dx (4.33) R 3 
-a 
= i [;lj(q) - f -’ pj(S) @x+fa(a) - E-1 ‘LEM(9; C)] J’,(t; 01 
j=-l 
y’(C) f (v) = exp(--iv) @x3(C) f 07) 
= 
J’ ‘Y’(x, r; l) Ef (x) dx 
(4.34) 
RT, 
= i [n,(rl)-il-‘pi(a)~X+f,(a)-E-“[EM’(rl;i)]~(r;i;)’ 
j=-1 
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Proof Let I,V EA. By the Parseval equality for the Fourier transform 
PwQWWf) = bwa~?(Clf)x3 
= 01,w ~‘(Clf) = (~?*(C)x,w,f) 
= (@,*x,(Y~ G’(,,.JJ; r)W-‘EWM-1 
= (E@K ‘[@,*x,(Y,) G’(.,Y; ~>(v>~-‘I & ) 
= (@A E ‘Ied-Q) Y’(., II; 1;>1 Ef)
= (@w, E exp(iap) Y’@f> 
by (3.32). This gives (4.34); Eq. (4.33) is obtained in a similar way. 
We are now able to express (g, S’(N, ~)f) in terms of the urmodes. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let f E A? have the same properties as in Lemma 4.5, 
and let g E @(R!,, C”). Then (4.26) can be written 
= 2iK 
i 
(Y(A f iK)g, E Y’(A f iK)f ) dI, 
6 
-’ + 2iK (!f’(n f iK)&E!?“(A f iK)f)dd 
-N 
+ 2iKcq* (Y(e,(i))g, EY’(F&))f) dA 
+ 2iKE-‘p2 (!P(m,(A))g, EY’(3&))f) d1 
+ 24 g, RJ) + OK( 1) 
K '[ul(n + iK)g(q)] EY’(A f iK)f(lJ) dA 
! 
-‘~‘[yl(rlfiK)g(q)]EY’(A+iK).f(q)dA 
I 
N '[ul(e.(Og(v)l EWWMrl) d2 
I 
4)gWl EW%(4Lf(v) dA 
I 
+ 274 g> 4J-) + o,(l), (4.35) 
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where 
n,f(x) = P7cJ3” JR1 { exp [ ix’r + ix,p ] PO(w) 
- exp[ix’t - I tl (x3 + a> - iw] P;(W)} P(v) dv, 
and P,,(o) is given in (1.4). The operator I&, de_lined on this particular 
(dense) set off by (4.36) is a bounded-selfadjoint projection, extends by 
continuity to a bounded projection of A?’ into the null space M(A) = J’“(A *), 
and l7J c /1&. 
ProoJ The first equality follows directly from (4.26) via (4.33), (4.34), 
and the Parseval equality for the Fourier transform. The interchange of the 
order of integration made in writing the second equality is justified, since 
c = 1 + iK -+ Y'([)f are continuous &-valued functions of 2 E [a, N] for any 
fixed K E (0, K,,]. The expression for n,, f is obtained by computing the 
residue at zero in (4.26) from (1.7), (3.10), and (3.25). It is a straightfor- 
ward check that /i (D) exp(-1 Cl x3 + ix’<) Pi(w) = 0, BZZ, f (x’, -a) = 
B’Z7,f(x’,-a)=O, and IZ,fEZ, so that Z7,fEJY^(A)=J”(A*). The 
verification that n,, is a bounded-selfadjoint projection is somewhat lengthy 
and is given in Appendix A. We show that 17, reduces /i. Let f E M(A), let 
4 E G(A’), and let {f, } c Z be a sequence of functions converging to f in 
,Z such that each f,, has the property of the function f of Lemma 4.5. Then 
ZZ, f,, is smooth, in Z, and S&, f,(x’, -a) = 0; hence, on integrating by 
parts, we see that (n,, f,, A$) = 0 by (2.4). Therefore, since 17, is continuous, 
(&f, A#) = lim(Z7, f,, /i#) = 0; now this holds, in particular, for 
4 E we,, C”), so MI, f E 3, and Z7, f satisfies (2.12). Hence, 
nofEd( and/in,f=ZI,ll$ 
The next step in obtaining the Parseval identity for II, /i * is to pass to the 
limit K 1 0 in (4.35). In order to formulate the result, we must first compute 
the generalized eigenfunctions of II, A* from (3.31) and (3.32). 
In computing the plane-wave modes ‘yi(X, q)* z [(C - nj(tl) Y(x, I?; c)] 
(nj(rl) f iO), Iyj’(x, V)* = [(t; - am) v’(x, % 01 (Aj(V> * iO>, j = f 15 it is 
convenient to first observe the following facts (here, Rkj is 
R,={xER:+x>O}forj=landR,forj=-1); 
x,,,@> 7(& n,(v) f i0) = ti bl xRTjF/@) = -mRij@> 
=-IrlW3XRrj@)=~I?l~~, 
[ (13i(tl) - C>/@ - 7)l(Aj(rl> f i”) =jW I 9 I - ’ XR ,@>Y (4.37) 
[(nj(V) - Cl/@ + t>l(Ajz,(V> f i0)=bY I VI-’ Phfj@). 
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For w = (w’, WJ E S* we define (see (3.12)) 
C(w) = d(w)-’ [ ccw3(a2 -,a~') Q, + aC(w')], 
C'(w) =d'(w)-'[ecw,(p-' -E*) Q, t aC(w')], 
Cj(W> = C(w’,jw,), q(w) = C’(w’,jw3), j= fl, 
(4.38) 
d(w) = (,a - aw3)(acx - w3), d’(w) = (Lx t aw,)(a&c t w3). 
We observe that 
‘Cj(W) = qq, Cj(W) Cj(G) = Cj(G) Cj(W) = I, (3 = (w’, -w3). (4.39) 
Passing to the limits [ -+ Aj(q) f i0 in (3.12) we obtain 
‘*Cw’> z c(t9 nj(V) f io) = C(W’, Tdm =x~?~i@) Cj(W), 
‘i to’> E “(t, nj(q) f i0) = C’(W’, Tdm =XR~~@) C;(W). 
(4.40) 
Passing to the same limits in (3.21) for p E R,, j= fl, gives the 
paramutation relations: with Pi(w) of (1.4) and j, j’ = f 1 
Cj!(W) Pi(W) = Pj(f5) Cj,(W), C,l,(W) Pj(W) = Pj(~) C~,(W). (4.41) 
Now, observing (4.37), (4.40) and passing to the limits c+ ~j(rl) f i0 in 
(3.31) and (3.32), we obtain the respective plane-wave modes for A, A *: for 
j=*l 
Yj(x, q)* = (27~~~” jyRFj@) e’x”{eiP’x3+“‘Pj(w) 
- e-iP(x3t0)Cj(w) Pi(w)} E-’ 
= (271)-3/2 xRTj@) eix’~{eip(x3+“‘Pj(w) 
- e-ip(x3ta)pj(~) Cj(w)} E-‘, 
Yj(x, tj), = (27~)~~‘~ xRFj@) ei”‘~{eiP’“3+“‘Pj(w) 
-e -ip(x3+a)C,!(~) Pi(w)} E-‘, 
= (27~)~~‘~ xRFj@) eix’l{eip(x3+a)pj(w) 
- e-iP(x3ta)pj(~) C,(w)) E-‘, 
(4.42) 
where the two forms of Yj, Y; follow from the paramutation relations 
(4.41). 
409/89/1-l 1 
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From the first forms of Yj, lvjl it is readily verified that 
BYj(X’, -a)* = 0, B’!qX’, -a)* = 0, (4.43) 
while from the second form it is evident that 
A(D) yj(x3 V>* = lj(rl) yjYj(x, rl)* 3 A(D) Iyjl(X, V)* =S(V) yi(xl(x, VI* 3 (4’44) 
The Yj, Yj are thus matrix-valued generalized eigenfunctions of A, A *. It is 
also evident from the second forms of (4.42) that if c(x, r) = ($~;S~) is any 
column of Yj, Yj, then div, ci(x, ‘I) = div, c*(x, r) = 0. Hence, by 
Corollary 2.12 superpositions of Yj(x, r), Y;(x, II) on r] which are square 
summable on x E R!, lie in 2, the complement in R of the null space 
,““(A)=LqA*). 
For g E a(R?,, C”) let g,(x) = g(x’, xj - a) and define (recall x+ is the 
characteristic function of R :) 
yj g(V) s JR) f Y(x, rl) * &T(x) dx 
-0 (4.45) 
=XRTj@) pj(w)i@3X+ g,(V) - cj(G) @3X+ ga(inl. 
(4.46) 
=XRF~~@) Pj(W (@3X+ g,(V)- cj(G> @3X+ go(fl3)T 
f=(C,-P), “i=*L 
where in writing out the second lines in (4.45), (4.46) we have used relation 
(4.39). 
LEMMA 4.8. Yj, Yj extend to bounded maps ,F + ,Tj. 
Proof. We first observe that the denominators d(w’, rdm), 
d’(w’, rdm) of the reflection coefficients xRTjj@) C,‘(G), 
xRTj@) C,(G) are nonzero for Iw’ I< 1 by (4.38) and are, hence, bounded 
away from zero for 1 w ’ 1 < 1. Therefore, 
I yj g(V)l* < 2XRrfj@>{lpj(w) @3X+ g,(V)l’ + Ic,‘(G3) @3X+ Sa(ii)l*I 
G const xRfj@Nl Q3x+ .dv)l* + I Q3x+ g,(fIl* 1, 
and, hence, 1 Yj glXj ,< const I g lop”. The assertion for Yj is verified in the 
same way. 
To record the surface-wave modes corresponding to the roots e(T) = cg I <I, 
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m(C) =-0 l<l of 46 0 ( see Lemma 3.1), using (3.23), we define the 
vectors 
a(r) = t (T* e(t), 4, 40, 0, -a - 2, e(t), --a - ‘<2 437 -P - ’ I4 ‘1 
= t(-&v-‘5e, r,cv- 1~,,0,iU-1r*5,~~-112~,~ --rl lrl*)Y 
a’(t) = t(<2e(OT -&e(O 0, a-‘~,40~ a-‘<,40 -C1 151’) 
= ‘(-r,aP-‘5,, @wlr,, 0, -P-‘&r,, -P-‘t*& -;u-‘l<l’X 
-43 = t(atlm(<), at,m(T>, e-’ ItI*, ~2~(~)~ -&40 0) 
(4.47) 
= t(-~-l(lt,, --E-~~~z,, e-’ Ill*, -a-‘e-‘t2rm, a-‘C’tlr,, 0), 
A’(C) = ‘(a&m(<), a<,43, --EC’ IlIz, -t2N3 t,NO, 0) 
= t(-~-l(lr,, --E-1<2r,, -c-l ICI*, &-‘a-‘t,r,, --EC1a-‘tlr,, 0). 
We observe that 
ftf’EB = 2p-‘l<14, 
‘8’Ed = 0, 
‘.M’Ed= -2&C’ /q4, 
‘APE&? = 0. 
(4.48) 
Now setting 
DE = (iq/2ace)“‘, PM = (-ipa/2)“2 (4.49) 
for some fixed choice of the branch of (.)‘I*, say Im(.)“” > 0, from (3.3 l), 
(3.32) we compute the limits 
&(x9 t> = Pnrr)“* PA-W-’ I <I-“*b + r,(t)1 Ifz:,, [C - e(t)] Y(x, rl; t) 
= PW&lrl-“* exp[ix’l+ ir,(r)(x, t a)] B t&f’, 
Wx, 4 = -Pn)“* PA-W$’ 14 -l’*[P - f,(<)] :iFl, [4- F(t)] Y/(x, q; 1) 
= (2x)-‘p& 1r1-7’2 exp [ ix’< - iTJx3 t a)] B’ ‘B (4.50) 
~,+A t) = W~“*P,&~P~~~’ lT1’*b t q&)1 ,jzm&r - m(C)1 !W, 7; 0 
= (2n)-’ cplw ICI-“* exp[ix’C + irm(x3 t a)&& ‘A’, 
q.f(x, tI) = -(24”*p,(-w~)-’ IW”[P-r,(r)] If~g)[c-fi(r)l ~‘(x,v;1;) 
= (2~)~’ &fiM I(]-“* exp[ix’< - i.S;n(x, + a)] 2’ ‘2. 
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It is a straightforward computation to show that 
BZE(x’, -a, <) = BZ,(x’, -a, <) = B’&(x’, -a, <) = B’Za(x’, -a, <) = 0, 
/i(D) &(x, E) = 43 ZAx, 43, A(D) &(x9 0 = 40 ‘qx, 03 (4.5 1) 
A CD) &(x7 0 = 40 &.A-? C), A(D) .q&, C) = *i(r> q&x, r>. 
Furthermore, the columns of the Z’s are divergence free, and so super- 
positions of them on c which are square summable on x E R?, lie in 2. 
LEMMA 4.9. The operators Z, , Zg, Z,, Zb defined on f E 3(R ?, , C”) 
by afJiing the corresponding subscript and eventual prime to 
Cf (5) = f ‘c(x, 5) W(x) dx 
“R’” 
extend to bounded maps Z -+ .& . 
ProoJ Consider for example 
zEf(T) =P& IW7’2 g’(t) ‘g(W !“, expl-if&)(x, + ~11 @J(L x3) dx,. 
Now Imr,= (qlcr,-q,a,)(or(-‘yc(r(-bblr(, b > 0, (see (3.22), and hence 
2 
exp[--ife(O(x3 + a)] %f(<, x3) dx, 
< 2-‘b-l I<l-‘P i@2f(<,x3)12dx3. 
-a 
Since [a’(<) ‘k?(c)], - ]r14, i, j= l,..., 6, 
I Z, f(t)1 * < cow J .O” I@2f(t, -Q2 4 3 -a 
and, hence, integrating on <E R2 gives ]~~fl~~ < const ]flP The 
demonstration for the other C’s is exactly the same. 
We now return to Corollary 4.7 and pass to the limit K 1 0 in (4.35). The 
proof that the result is as stated below is quite technical and is presented in 
Appendix B. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let A? 3 f =xaF be the restriction to R ?ma of a function 
F Eq such that $‘E g(R3, C”) and {It/ = 0) n supp F = 0, and let 
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g E B(R?,, C”). Then with the maps (4.45), (4.46), (4.52), and the 
projection of (4.36) 
Combining Lemma 4.10 and Theorem 4.4, we now obtain the Parseval 
equality for A, A*. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let A, A* be the maximal-dissipative operators in G?’ 
engendered by the operator A(D) of (0.2) and the boundary conditions (2.1), 
(2.1’) with Re a = al > 0, Im 01~ # 0. Then for any g, fE SF with the maps 
(4.45) (4.46), (4.52), and the projection of (4.36) 
j=*l S=E,M 
ProoJ For the special g and f of the hypotheses of Lemma 4.10 equality 
(4.54) follows from (4.25) and (4.53) by letting NT co and 6 10, since the 
integrands in (4.53) are summable functions by Lemma 4.8 and 4.9. Since by 
the same lemmas, the mappings appearing on the right side of (4.54) are 
bounded, the result now follows by approximating any g and f in Z by 
sequences of functions having the special properties listed in the hypotheses 
of the lemma. 
We now proceed to decompose the space &” into subspaces on each of 
which the semigroups S(t) and S*(t) have simple representations. 
LEMMA 4.12. If f E & , g E Xi are compactly supported the aaj’oints of 
Yj, Z,, Yj, Zk, S = E, M, j = f 1, are given by affixing the appropriate 
subscript and eventual prime to 
Y*f (x) = JR3 W, ‘I) Ef (rt) dv, 
.z *g(x) = 1, 2 Z:(x, <I Q(t) & 
(4.55) 
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Formulas (4.55) hold for any f E ,q, g E .T2 in the sense of the convergence 
in Z of Z*g,-t Z*g, Y*fN+ !P*f; where f, -f, g, + g are compactly 
supported functions converging in %&, ,;V, to f and g. All these adjoint maps 
have range in 2. 
Proof Let f E .;F; have compact support, and let h E B(R’,, C”), then 
(h, Y*f)= (Ykf).z3=jR, /JR1 ‘WWY(x, v)drj Ef(rl)drl. 
-0 
Now ‘h(x) EY(x, q+) is an L,-function with respect to x with L,-norm 
depending continuously on r,r for p # 0 and boundedly on q E suppf: The 
order of integration may thus be interchanged. The proof for Z* is the same. 
The remaining assertions are obvious. 
LEMMA 4.13. If f E a(A) and g E ST@*) are smooth and rapidly 
decreasing, then the following equalities hold pointwise: 
yjAf (II) = nj(V) Yjf(V), yjA *g(V) = Aj(lr> yj g(V), j= fl, 
GAf (9 = e(t) Gf (0 EEA *g(r) = qr) z, s(r), (4.56) 
&Af (0 = m(t) Gf (0 z&J *g(r) = fi(O x,&i g(t). 
For any f E g(A), g E 9(A*) these equalities hold in the L, sense. 
Proof Define the multiplication operator Mj in Z3 by a3(yi) = 
(fwq:nj(*)fE.x;} and for f E g(Mj), Mj f(q) = Aj(q) f(r); it is clear 
that Mj is a closed operator (it is selfadjoint). Let f E a?(A) be a smooth, 
rapidly decreasing function. Integration by parts gives 
Y;Af(q)=jRi ‘Y~(x,~)~A(D)f(x)dx=jR1 ‘[A(D) Y’(x,~?)lEf(x)dx 
-a -a 
+i^ 
J 
‘Y;(x’, -a, n) A, f (x’, -a) dx’ 
Jl= 
= Ajzj(rl) Yjf (II) = Mj \yirf (V) 
by (2.4) (4.43). In particular, this holds if f E g(/i) (see (2.6)). Since A is 
the graph closure of A on @(A) and Pi is bounded, if f E 9(A) and 
{f,} c g(j) converges to f in graph norm, then 
I Y;Af - Y;Afnl.,l + I Y;f - Y;f’fnI.n, < const[IAf -Afnl + If -fall + Q 
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and, hence, in the sense of & 
since Mj is closed. The other relations of (4.56) follow in the same way. 
LEMMA 4.14. For A there are the “orthogonality” relations 
o=cp,*=z~c;= YyIY’“,= YI,Y’f, 
o= Y;.?Y,*=c;Y& j= fl, S=E,M. 
The “orthogonality” relations for A” are the adjoints of these. 
(4.57) 
Proof: Let f E @(I?‘, C”). From (4.50), (4.55) 
“* exp[ix’< + it,(x, + a)] (4.58) 
x ~(O'Ut>EfWt, 
@*G% x3) =iU& 151-7'2 ev[idx, + a)1 ~(0 'a'(<) Ef(O 
From (4.50), (4.52) for g E A? 
and the relation ZAZ,* = 0 thus follows directly from (4.48). The equality 
0 = ZkCi is obtained in the same way. Now from (4.5 l), (4.58) 
@,AP)&!f(t, x3) =& IEI-‘12 e(t)ev[k-(x, + ~11 a(t) '~'(OEfWy 
(4.59) 
and hence as in the proof of Lemma 4.9, 
! .O” I @d(D) Zf(<, xJ” 4 < const I I2 If(Ol’. -n 
Therefore, A(D) Z,*f E &F”, and from (4.5 1) SZzf (x’, -a) = 0, Hence, 
CXf E g(A), and by (4.58), (4.59) 
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Thus, by (4.46) 
On the other hand, Zzf(x) is smooth and rapidly decreasing, so by (4.56) 
(4.61) 
Subtracting (4.60) from (4.61), we see that Y,!u,lc,*f(a) = 0. Since such f are 
dense in &, we have !PiEz = 0. The proof that !PjYjz = 0 is similar as are 
the relations Ci ‘YT = [ Yj(C;)*]* = 0. To prove, e.g., Yi/‘, YT = 0, we 
proceed as follows (see [ 121). Let i = (fE g(R 3, C6): (p = 0) f7 
supp f = 0); it is clear that 9? is dense in ZJ. Choose any f~ @, fix an 
arbitrary p E R 3, and set g(v) =f(q)/c(lpI + /VI) E 6; then Y:g E .X is 
smooth, rapidly decreasing, satisfies BYTg(x’, -a) = 0 by (4.43), so is in 
G(A), and A Y:g(x) = Y,*c 1.1 g(x). Hence, 
Y,,AY:g(p)= Y’, Y;kcl.I g(p)* (4.62) 
On the other hand, from (4.56) 
Yy’,AY?g(p)=-CIPI Y’,Y,*g(p). (4.63) 
Subtracting (4.63) from (4.62), we have 
o= Y, ~PC(lP/ + 1.1) g(p)= Y’, Yu,*f(P)* 
Since p is an arbitrary point we have y/y, Y,*f = 0, and, since a is dense, 
thus also YL i Y,* = 0. The relation YyI YT i = 0 is proved in the same way. 
Remark. The proof of the orthogonality relation YjZz = 0 in [ 121 is 
incorrect. It may be replaced by the argument above. 
LEMMA 4.15. The operators II,= YTY!, lI,=.Z:,*.Z;, j=k 1, S=E, 
M, l7, of (4.36), and their adjoints are bounded projections in A? which are 
“orthogonal” in the sense that 
0 = 17,zzj8) j#j’=O, fl, 
0 = njn, = nsnj, j=O, fl, S=E,M, (4.63) 
0=l7,n,=i7Jz,. 
In particular, n, is the selfadjoint projection in Z onto the null space 
N(A) = .K(A *). The remaining projections are given explicitly by 
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@,ZZ,f(<, x3) = ipq(cas)-‘l~l-3 exp[ir,(x, + a)]?? ‘B’E 
@,17,f((,x,) = i&pa l<l-3 exp[ir,(x, + a)v ‘A’E 
X 1 O” expli~,(y, +aI1 @2f(tT~3) 45,-a (4.64) 
@J2Z7,*f(<, x3) = -i@(c&-’ l<le3 exp[-ire-,(x3 + a)] 8’ ‘8E 
I 
cc 
X fwl-4.(y3 + a)1 @J(<,Y~) 4,-a 
X 1 O” expl-ifm(y3 + ~11 @J(&Y~) h3, -a 
and 
Wjf)a Cx) =X+ @f&x)9 J(V) =pj(w)[@3X+fa(V) - cj(c) @3X+ f,(ii>l 
tnTf>a tx) =X+ @fJjCx>v f;(V) = Pj(a)l@3X+ f,(V) - cj(c3) @3f,(r319 
xER:, f,(x) =f(x’, x3 - a), j= fl. (4.65) 
Proof. With the exception of the case j = 0 all the assertions of (4.63) 
follow immediately from Lemma 4.14. Let fE M(A); then 0 = Y;AJ(q) = 
nj(V> !J’jf(rl> = Wf(G = 4Wkf(~> = ~A&(0 = Mt)Gf(O and, 
hence, ITjf = l7s f = 0, j = f 1, S = E, M, so, in particular, lTj17,, = 
IZsZZO =0, j = f 1, S = E, M. Further, from (4.54) the Parseval identity for 
A, A * can now be written 
(4.66) 
and hence fEJ’(A) implies I7, f =J IT,, is therefore the projection in &” 
onto N(A). The relations 0 = ZZJZ, = (17j*n0) = ITons = (IT~IT,)*, j = f 1, 
S = E, M, follow in the same way, using A *, Yj, and Es. Relations (4.63), 
(4.66) now imply, e.g., 
and so 17-r is a projection. That the other operators of (4.63) are projections 
follows in the same way. We note that in Section 5 it is also shown directly 
that the operators (4.64) are projections. The explicit forms of the 
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projections (4.64) follow directly from the definitions. We derive the form of 
I7,,j= fl. From the definition of A, (4.39), and (4.41) 
cj(G) J(ri, = -.(rl), fi = Gz, -P>, 6 = (co’, -q), (4.67) 
and, hence, from (4.42), (4.45), and (4.55) for x3 E R, 
(II,f), = Y,? Yjf(x’, x3 - a) 
= (2~)~~” l,i [e ixrlI - f?‘““Cj(@)] XR Tj@> J(V) drl 
= Pe3” JR3 [e’“%,,(a).((v) - eixqxRti@) cj(G)&(81 drl 
= q&x). 
The expression for “7 is derived in the same way. 
Remark. In the selfadjoint case the relations (4.63) state that distinct 
projections have orthogonal ranges, because the projections are selfadjoint. 
This is, of course, no longer the case here, but the relations (4.63) do imply 
that the ranges of distinct projections have only the zero vector in common, 
and hence the decompositions of A? corresponding to (4.66) are direct-sum 
decompositions: 
THEOREM 4.16. The direct-sum decompositions (4.67), (4.67 *) reduce 
S(t), S*(t), and for f E Z these semigroupf’have the respective represen- 
tations 
Wf= aIf+ w> Hlff S(t) n- *ft S(t) zz,ft s(t) IIM f 
= no.0 YU: exp(-ic 1. / t) Y; ft !P, exp(ic 1. ) t) !P[, f 
t G exp(-ie(.)t) Z& f t Zz exp(-im(.)t) Zaf, (4.68) 
~*(t)f=17,ft~*(t)n,*f+s*(t)n*,f+s*(t)n,*fts*(t)n;f 
=floft(Y)*exp(icI~I t) Y,ft(Y,)* exp(-icI.lt)Y-,f 
t (CA)* exp(iC(-)t) Z;. f t (Zh)* exp(ifi(-)t) Z;,J (4.68 *) 
IffE g(A), then (4.68) is a representation of the solution in X of problem 
(0.2)-(0.4). 
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Proof: We call the right side of (4.68) S,(t) and show that S,(t) = S(t). 
First, it is clear that for each t S,(l) is a bounded operator in .P as a sum of 
compositions of bounded mappings. Next, if fE ‘3(R?,, C”), then 
nofE @(A) by Corollary 4.7, and lu,lf, z;f, j = f 1, S = E, M, are rapidly 
decreasing functions. It is then clear that YF exp(-ijc 1.1 t) Yjf, 
C,* exp(-ie(.)t) X,&f, and ,E$ exp(-im(.)t) CL f are smooth, belong to g(A), 
ia,S,(t)f=AS,(t)J, and S,(O)f=f by (4.67). Now the unique solution in GY 
of this Cauchy problem is S(t)/‘= exp(-itA)f [7]. Hence, S(f) = S,(t) on a 
dense set in A?, and, since they are both bounded, they coincide everywhere. 
The proof that S*(r) has the representation (4.68”) is similar. To show that 
the decomposition (4.67) reduces S(t), let, e.g., fE Z7,P, then by 
Lemmas 4.14, 4.15, and (4.68) S(t)f= z:$ exp(-ie(.)t) CL& so S(f)f= (U, -t 
17, f n-, + nE + U,) S(t)f= fI,S(t)f and hence l?,R reduces S(t). That 
the other subspaces of (4.67) reduce S(t) is demonstrated in the same way as 
are the corresponding results for S*(t). 
The solution f(x, t) = S(t)f(x) of problem (0.2~(0.4) for general initial 
data fE<P thus consists of the five parts shown in (4.68). The first term 
n,f is the static part of the solution, the second two terms 
SW n, f+ so> n- 1 f are superpositions of reflected plane-wave modes, the 
fourth term S(t) 17, f is a transverse-electric surface wave, i.e., [S(t) DE f 13, 
the normal component of the electric field, is zero, and, finally, the fifth term 
S(t) D, f constitutes a transverse-magnetic surface wave, i.e., [S(t) ZI,,flb, 
the normal component of the magnetic field, is zero. 
Finally, we observe that for the functions Z,(. ;p), Z,(. ; V) of (2.18,+,,) the 
waves S(t) Z,(- ;,u), S*(l) Z,(. ;,u) have no E component, i.e., 
0 = zz,Z,(* ;P) = n,*z,c* ;pu>, while the waves S(t) Z,(- ; v), S*(t) Z,(; V) 
have no M component. Because of (2.20) however, neither S(t) Z,(. ; ,D) nor 
S(t) Z,(, ; V) is a solution of Maxwell’s equations in cA?. 
5. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SURFACE WAVES 
In this section we describe the structure of the surface waves and show 
how data in the subspaces l7&Y, n,,,A? giving rise to pure surface waves 
can be constructed. 
With A, = a: + a: we define the differential operators 
g(D)= t(-a~~'D,D,,a~~lDID,,O,~u-'DID,,~u-lD,D,,~-lA,), 
B’(D) = t(WID,D,, -tip-‘D,D,,o,p-‘D,D,,p-‘D,D,,p-‘A,), (5-l) 
J(D) = ‘(--&-‘DID,, -e-‘D2D3, --&-‘A,, -a-‘E-‘D,D,,a-‘E-‘D,D,,o), 
~‘(D)=t(~-1D,D,,~-1D,D,,~-1~,,-~-1a-1~,~,,~-1~-1~l~,,~). 
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For f E Z we further define 
@2LE(t, x3, Cf) = i&as)-’ l<l-3 exp[iz,(x, + a) - ife(O] &(&f), 
Q2Lk(t, x3t;f) = -i@d(cEe)-’ l<ie3 exp[-iT@(x, + a) + 2X((r)] Ii( 
@J2LM(t, x3, Cf) = iw ItIm exp[is,(x, + a) - itm(O] Z.M(kf), 
Q2La(t, x3 t; f) = -iejZ l<l p3 exp[-iTm(x3 + a) + itm(<)] lL(& f). 
THEOREM 5.1. In terms of the scalar functions (5.2) the E and M 
surface waves for Maxwell’s equations S(t)nJ, S(t)IIMf, and their 
adjoints S*(t) II,*f, S*(t) lllzf can be represented in the form 
S(t) fl,f (x) = B(D) LE(X, t; f ), 
S(t) D,f (x) =-w) &4(x, C f ), 
s*w n,*f(x) = a’(o)LA(x, Gf ), 
s*(t)II;F(x)=.Af’(D)L;(x, t; f). 
The functions L,(x, t; f ), LM(x, t; f ), L;(x, t; f ), and Lh(x, t; f) all satisjj 
the scalar wuve equation (ai - c*A) u(x, t) = 0 in R3, and the respective 
dissipative-boundary conditions on {x3 = -a} 
aa, J5#, -a, t; f) - $,L,(x’, -a, t; f) = 0, 
a, L&x’, --a, t; f) - a&alLM(X’, --a, t; f ) = 0, 
a3 LL(x’, -u, t; f) -$,LA(x’, --a, t; f) = 0, 
(5.4) 
cY,Lh(x’, -a, t; f) - s3E3,L$(x’, -a, t; f) = 0. 
Conversely, solutions of (3: - c2A) u(x, t) = 0 in R3, satisfying the 
respective-boundary conditions (5.4) and with corresponding initial data 
L,(x, 0; f ), JIL,(x, 0; f ),... for f E g(R?,, C”), say, give rise to surface 
waves (5.3) in the obvious way. Further, if Z(r) is any measurable function 
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from R2 to C such that 1 r13’2 l(r) E L2(R2, C) and the functions LE(x), 
L,,,(X), L,&(x), and La(x) are defined by setting t = 0 in 
@2LE(<, x3, t) = ew[iW(x, + a) - it401 @I, 
@J2LM(t9 x3, t> = w[it,(t)(x, + a) - itm(O] ~(0, 
@2LL(t, x3, t) = exp[-iFe(t)(x3 + a) + it@(r)] l(r), 
(5.5) 
@2Ld(t, x3, t) = exp[-&&)(x3 + a) + itrii(<)] l(C), 
then B(D) LE(x), J(D) L,+,(x), Z’(D) L;(x), and J’(D) La(x) are 
contained in l7J, II,+,Z, IZ&F, and I7,&F, respectively. The 
corresponding surface waves are 
[W WI LEKX) = a(o) L&T 03 
IW M(D) LfI(X) =4D) LAX, t>, 
[s*(t) a’(D) L;](x) = F(D) LL(x, t), 
(5.6) 
[S*(t)M’(D) Lb](x) =J’(D) Lb(x, t). 
Of course, the functions LE(x, t),... of (5.5) are solutions of the scalar-wave 
equation in R?, satisfying the respective boundary conditions (5.4). 
Proof: Representations (5.3) can be verified directly from (4.58). That 
the functions LE(x, t; f ),... satisfy the scalar-wave equation in R?, follows 
by direct computation and the definition of r,, r,. The fact that these 
functions satisfy boundary conditions (5.4) follows from Lemma 3.1, while 
the converse assertion follows immediately from the fact that boundary 
conditions (5.4) are dissipative for the wave equation: if we form the 
quadratic forms FE(t), FL(t), F,,,(t), and F&(t) by affixing the corresponding 
subscript and eventual prime to the form 
F’(t) =j3 [lf,l’ + c2 IVf I’] dx, 
--u 
then for solutions f of the wave equation a:f - c2 Af = 0 in R’, 
a,FM(t) = a,&(t) = -&(a + E) JR2 13, f (x’, -a)]’ dx’ < 0. 
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To check that, e.g., .M’(D) LL(x) E ZZ&V we observe that by (4.47) and 
(5.5) 
@,M’P)L%,y,) = E’(t) evl-~~m(y3 + a)l48, 
and by (4.48) and (3.23) 
Hence, by (4.64) 
i.e., .M’(D)Lh(x) E D&P. Note that in the case L&(x) = Lh(x;f) this 
gives a direct proof that ZZ,$ is a projection. It is a direct computation to 
show that .J’(D) Lk(x) is square integrable over R?, if ]</3’2 f(r) E 
L,(R 2, C). Assertions (5.6) are obvious. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although in the selfadjoint plane-boundary problems previously 
considered [5, 12-141 the spectral theorem simplifies certain tasks in 
obtaining a representation theorem such as Theorem 4.16, it is really not 
needed: we have not shown that /i above is “spectral” or even that the set 
a(A) of (3.24) is, in fact, the spectrum of /i. These questions are now 
academic (in both senses). It may nevertheless be instructive (as part of our 
general self-improvement program) to investigate which concepts of abstract 
spectral theory find application here. 
It was seen in Section 2 that n is dissipative provided only that Re a > 0. 
The case a E 0 is the selfadjoint case of the classical boundary condition 
considered, in particular, in [ 121, while the case a = ia,, 0 # a, E R, is the 
selfadjoint case considered in [S]. The only situation so far not covered is, 
thus, a1 = Re a > 0, a2 = Im a = 0. It appears that in this case some very 
peculiar things may happen depending on the values of the parameters a,, E, 
,u. This case will be considered in a separate report. 
In the classical case (a E 0) there are no surface waves [ 121. If, however, 
the layer R2 x (-a, 0) in the medium of Section 0 is replaced by a uniform 
dielectric with parameters E,, ,~i such that (E,,u~)(E,D-’ > 1, then there arise 
two infinite sequences of surface waves which propagate along the interface 
{x3 = 0) [14]. When th e b oundary condition with a E 0 is replaced by that 
of Lemma 3.1 it is an interesting question whether both types of surface 
waves persist-those propagating along {x, = 0) and those propagating 
along {x3 = -a}. 
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Finally, the Cauchy problem in R3 with R?, as above and the half space 
{xj < -a) consisting of a medium with distinct electromagnetic parameters 
and finite conductivity is likewise solved by a contractive semigroup S(r) 
[6]. As mentioned in Section 0, it is the intention of the boundary condition 
(0.4) that s(t) of Theorem 4.13 approximate S(t) in R?, in some sense, at 
least for some class of initial data in 8. Our results already indicate that 
this approximation is much less felicitous than heretofore believed. The 
question can be vaguely formulated, e.g., as follows: consider functions in 2 
extended to R3 by. zero, and let C c&” be some family of functions with 
compact support in R j,. For what C, if any, is it true that for Q E C there 
exists fez such that S(t)4 r~ S(t)f in some sense (on compact sets for 
large times, say)? This should be a very interesting and challenging problem. 
APPENDIX A 
We shall show here that the operator IZ,, of (4.36), defined initially on 
functions Z 3f= ~~8’ which are the restrictions to R >, of functions F E X 
such that $ E @(R 3, C”), (1 <I = 0) n supp P = 0, extends to a bounded, 
selfadjoint projection on R. We use the notation f,(x) =f(x’, x3 -a), 
x E R: , and, noting that exp(-iup) P(q) = pa(~), we write (4.36) for x E R: 
in the form 
(&f), (x) = @3*f’$&) - (2n)-3’2 j exp(ix’< - ItI x3) PL(o) FJrl) drl. 
(A.1) 
We define 
F”*KP) =J w(-@x3) W&,x3) dx, (‘4.4 
Ri 
and note that for each < P* (<, p) E Hz(R, C”), the Hardy spaces of functions 
regular in the lower (-) and upper (+) half planes. Equation (A.l) can now 
be written 
@2(170f)a (e;,x3)=(2n)-'jexp(ipx3)P,(5,P)[P_(5,P) +F-KP)ldP 
- (2n)-'jexp(--/51x3)P:(~,~)[~+(5,~) +~-G~)ldp~ 
prJ(t-,P)= @' + l~l')-'~&~P)~ J%LP)= @" +ltl')-'miP)~ 
v = GP). G4.3) 
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We observe that F, is smooth, rapidly decreasing, and, on integrating by 
parts, for each fixed l E R2 
Ibfl&d)l< I@,,r;h(C O>l + I4@2Fa(t, .)lLt. 
By the residue theorem for each fixed l 
(A.4) 
exp(@xJ Pot& P> f- (if, P) dp 
and by (A.4) 
Hence, 
< const 
J 
* exp(-Nx, sin 4) d# = o,,,( 1). 
0 
I -exP(ipx,)P~(r,p)~-(t;,,p) 4 = n ICI-’ exp(-l<l x,)~~(<, i l<l)F”p(<, i ItI), 
(A.51 
and, similarly, 
1 exp(-I Cl -4 CX P) F-(L P> 4 
=~l~~~‘exp(-l~l~3>~o(~,il~l)~-(~,il~l). 
Thus, from (A.3), (A.5), and (A.6) 
(A.61 
@#~.f>, (6 x3> = (27~)~’ 1 exp(im,) P,(t, P) F+(t, p) dp 
(A-7) 
- (2n)-’ j exd-I Cl x3) Cd& PI p+ 65 P> & 
Again by the residue theorem 
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and hence 
@2Pof), K x3) = P7V j ew(@-d p,G P> F+(C;, P> @ 
-2-l ItI-‘exp(-ltlx,>&(t, -iltl)F”+(t, +‘/<I), (A.9) 
(lZof), (x) = (2x)-“* @:P,F+(x) - (2n)-’ 2-l JRlexp(ix’<- I<[ x3) 
X l~l-‘~(~,-~I~l)~+(~,-il~l)~~. 
Now from (A.2), (A.9) 
2 Inofl% PC’ IX+aT 
+4-l 
I I & O” dx, IW R2 0 
Xexp(--2 l~l~~)I~~~~,--iI~l)~+(~,--il~1)/* 
< W-‘If/$+ 8-l JR2 d5jm IE@,C~~~;Y~)I* &, 
0 
= (27c)-’ I.&+ 8-l ISI:, 
and, hence, i70 is bounded on a dense set of off E R. 
We now note that ‘[E&r, -i I(l)] = E&(& --i I<[); by (A.9) 
(f, no s> = (x+ f, 3 v-0 gMn 
= w-“* cx+f,, q%$+), 
-2-‘(~2X+fa,I.I-1exp(-l.I.)~(.,-iI~I))~+(.,-iI. l)).x 
= (27v’2 (Won, 3X+ &Jn 
and hence l7, is selfadjoint in 3. 
409/89/ 1 I2 
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To verify II,, is a projection, we write (A.9) as 
We must check that 
is equal to @,(ZZ,f),. This is a straightforward but lengthy computation. 
We substitute (A. 10) into (A. 11) and denote by (i,j), i,j = 1, 2, the resulting 
term of the expansion involving the ith term of (A.1 1) and jth term of 
(A.lO). We shall compute the term (1, 1) in detail and merely state the 
results for (1,2), (2, l), and (2,2). Thus, 
(12 1) =x+(x3) @l*plJ(r, *> @1X+ @;rp,(r? *) @1x+ @,f,(rl .)(x3) 
=x+(x3) @l*P& .I@1x+ @*.L(rY -)(x3) (A. 12) 
-x+(x3) @,*pcdr> .  @IX- @~~,(G .> @IX-i- @Zf,(<~ .)(x3)* 
Setting f”,‘(<, a) = @,x+ Q2fa(<, a) (EH; with respect o u for fixed <) and 
using the residue theorem, we compute the second term of (A.12) 
x-(Y3) @5~o(tY mKh) 
=x-(y3)(27r-1’2 \‘e iuy3P,((, a) 7,’ ({, CT) da 
=x-(Y3P71)1’2 IT’ exp(ltl.h) 2-‘~dt, -i ltl>jl,+(t, -i I#, 
and hence 
now 
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and hence 
-x+(x3) @l*P& *) @,X-R30(~~ -mx,> 
=-4-‘~+(x~)I~(-~exp(-lIlx,)~(t;,--iI~1)(2n)”*S,+(~,-iI~/), 
so, finally, 
(19 1) =x+(x3> @l*PoG 33x7 ‘)(X3) (A.13) 
-4-l l~l-‘x+(~~>exp(-l~lx~)~(~, -iI l)(2~)“*f,+(~,-~I~l). 
In a similar way, 
(L2)= -4-1x+(x,)ltl-’ exp(-l~lx,)~(~,-~(~1)(2~)“*3,t(~,-~I~l), 
(2, 1) = (1,2), (A. 14) 
(2,2) = -( 1,2). 
Hence, adding (A. 13) and (A.14), from (A. 11) we have @,(nif), (6, x3) = 
@2U70f>, CC, x3), i.e., fli = no. 
APPENDIX B 
We shall now prove Lemma 4.10. The proof consists of two parts: the first 
part is to show that the limit rc 1 0 can be taken under the integrals in (4.35); 
the second part is to evaluate the limits using the well-known formula 
for any continuous function $01). We extend g to R’ by zero, and we choose 
N > N,, such that 
S-R;nsupp&zB,= {ItI <NJ. 
From (4.32~(4.34) we have 
(B-2) 
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We observe that both gJ(; c) and &r; c) are bounded uniformly with 
respect to c in the cut plane (Im r > 0), and the support of &(& c) in < is 
compact and equal to S of (B.2). 
Part 1. Interchange of the Integration Over R 3 and lim, l0 
We consider the first term of (4.35), 
and we write 
P.4) 
Z(K) = j dr h(r, K; 6, N) + I’ dq h(q, K; 6, N) (B.5) 
(ClSl >w ICltll<2NI 
-z>(K) + z<(K). 
It will be shown that the integrands of I, and I, are bounded by integrable 
functions uniformly with respect to K E (0, ~~1. Below C is a generic 
constant depending only on 6 and N. We first consider Z,(K). In H,(v; K) 
lC-~j(V)l b d d is oun e away from zero for 1 E [a, N], c ) ?j 1 > 2N, so 
h,(r, K; 6, N) < Kc / ‘%,(V)l I @X+ F,(rl)l. (B-6) 
In Hi(q; K), i = 2, 3,4, 
= IIpI-C-1[(~2-C2 [(I’)‘+ 2(A2 +C2 I<l')K' +K4]"41 
= 46 Pi 0 
Now IIPI - lr(L Oil vanishes only for c = c 1~1 + i0, so for c 1~1 > 2N, 
k E [6, N], lrl <N, K E [0, ~~1, it is bounded away from zero for IpJ <R, 
and for R sufficiently large and IpI > R it is O((pl) uniformly with respect o 
K E (0, K,,]. Further, 
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for 1 E [ 6, N] and all 1 c]. Therefore, 
(B.9) 
It follows from (B.7) and (B.9) that the lim,l,, may be taken under the 
integral in I,(K). 
We write 
Now 
lhl(%K;~~wIGC (I+[ (&’ +K2 dA) <C(l +n), 
so the limit may be taken under the integral in Z\(K). In Z\(K), i = 2,3,4, 
the only difficulty occurs where 1~1 - I<l, K - 0, and the singularities 
C=cllrl +iO of [IPI-lt(<,C)ll-’ and C=clq f i0 of t-‘(<,Q approach 
one another. To deal with this we define 
with ~7 to be specified below. Since { ]<I < 6/2} n S = QJ we can write 
Z>(K) = 1, hi(rt, K; 6, N) &’ + I6 hi(rl, K; 6, N) drl, i = 2, 3, 4. 
There is no problem in taking the limit under the integral over fi, since the 
singularities mentioned above are separated. It thus remains to consider 
Ji(K) = I, hi(Q’l K; 6, N) dV* (B. 10) 
For the function l(<,p; [) of (B.7) we have 
l(t,/-‘; C Iv/ f iK) = C-‘[(Cp)” + 2C*@* + [(I’) K* + K4]“4 - IpI 
which is positive and continuous on D(a; 6, N), and 
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Hence, there exists o, > 0 such that ]p] < u, implies 
l(&p;clql fiK)>CK”2 
on D(a,, 6; N). Hence, on D(o, ; 6, N) the function 
4% 0 = [C- h(rl)l[P f ~(<, W’ 
satisfies 
Ih(q;&(q) f iK)l < cK"*. 
(B.11) 
Since h(v, 1, Ic) G h(q, [) is uniformly continuous on D(0, ,a, N) x IS, N] for 
each K, there thus exists a neighborhood of the diagonal 0,. = {(c I q], A): 
AE [c]q]-v,c]q] tv]}cD(a,;d,N)x [6,/V] such that 
lh(V, [)I < CK”‘. 
From (B.8), (B.l I), and (B.12) the function 
@(‘I> A,K) = $(% c) = h(% c) r - ‘(6 0 
(B. 12) 
thus satisfies 
I4(% iI G c (B. 13) 
on 0, x (0, K~]. Now choose and fix 0 < u < ur such that In/ - I<] < v/2. 
This defines the region of integration D = D(u; 6, TV) in (B.lO). Now for 
m = 1, 2 and q E D(u; 6, N) 
The outermost integrals are bounded by constants uniformly on D(u; 6, N) X 
(0, K,,], while by (B.13) for m = 1, 2 
Now from (B.3), (B.4) 
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and hence lim,i,, may be taken under the integral in (B. 10). The proof that 
lim,10 can be taken under the integral in the first term of (4.35) is now 
complete. The proof for the second terms is exactly the same. The only 
singularities of the integrands in the last two terms of (4.35) occur at the 
poles 463 and m(t) of W, 0 and to deal with these we write (see 
Lemma 4.5 and (3.1)) 
x ‘{MC-‘A)-WI Y(e,(c-‘~))g(~)}E[e-,(c-‘l)-e(r)l Y’(C,(c-‘~)>f(s) 
K-'[(~--l(l)* +K*] 
(B. 14) 
The numerators of the integrands here are bounded by integrable functions of 
r,~ uniformly with respect to K E (0, K~], since the only possible difficulty 
occurs at the poles of C(<, [), and here, e.g., 
d~(t, e*(C-'A)) &A f iqK)+ a?(<, qA f iqK) 
e,(c-'A) - e(t) = 9~*i9K--cqltl 
(B.15) 
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is continuous on ,!? X (cd, clyl X (0, K, 1 and at A= c (cl as K 1 0 it converges 
to &pp2 = -E(x2q-2 = a,A,(r, e(T)). The verification of the interchange of 
limit and integration in this case is thus straightforward. Part 1 of the project 
is now complete. 
Part 2. The Evaluation of lim,10 in (4.35) 
We first evaluate lim,i,, h(q, K) of (B.4). In order to use formula (B.l) we 
must ensure that H,(u, A + iO), j = 2, 3,4, are continuous functions in a 
neighborhood of c 1 q(, and we must therefore exclude c [<I, the zero of 
t(& 1 f iO), from this neighborhood. To this end we define T(u; 6, N) = 
{V E R3: IpI > (7, c ) ~l# 6, NJ. Since h(q, K) is bounded by an integrable 
function uniformly with respect K E (0, ~~1, 
(_ h(v,+v=j h(rl, K) dv + oc,( 1). (B.16) iRJ T(0:s.N) 
It is evident from the estimates of Part 1 that h(q, K) = qS,Nj (c ( t;rl) h(q, K) + 
oK( 1) for q E T(o; 6, N). Now choose v such that for Ip 1 > o, c I& @ [c I r] 1 - V, 
c I q I + v]. Then on T(a; S, N) 
.cIql+L’ 
h(% K) =X(S,N)(ld) 1 rcH(?/y/z f iK) to,(l). 
-clql-L' 
From (B.l), (B.3) (B.4) for q E T(cr; 6, N) 
h(r, *O>= ~xw,(cIv/) '[@3x+ g,(r)lEP,(w) @3x+L(v), (B.17) 
and 
Url, K) =X(&N) (4~1) i f’~i[i-~j(V)]-’ ‘[@3x+ g,(V)]Ef’jE-’ j=-I S 
X ‘EM’(q; 01 fa(L C)},=,*i, dA + o,(l) 
X ‘[(r-n,(r))EM’(r;r)l~:,(r,~)},=,,i,+o,(l) (B.18) 
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where (A - c 1~1) EM’(q; I 5 i0) is a continuous function of 1 on [c ) ~1 - V, 
c I q ( + v], q E T(a; 6, N), if we define 
XRJP) A-clvl p-z(r,), + jo) 1 I=c,rl, =‘FxR+@)clp1191-1’ 
We have (see (4.40)) 
[(~-cI’1I)EM’(rl;~*iO),,,,,, = -[xR*@)EP~(~)+xR~@)C~(~‘)EPI(~>I, 
and hence from (B.17), (4.39) 
h(% *O) = - *x(&N) (cl~l) ‘[@3x+ g,(q)] EP,kR+@)P,(w) @d+f,b) 
f xR,@> p,(0) ‘,b’) @3x+ f,(8?31* (B.19) 
Similarly, 
h,(% *O> = - 71;Y(&N) (Ckl)?[@3x+ &%&)I ‘%b)XR*@) 
+ ‘[@3x+ &(?)I EC,(o’) pl(w>xR,@>} @3x+ f,(v), (B’20) 
and, finally, 
k(% *O) = nx(S,N)(c hl>{‘[@3x+ g,h)l Ep,(w) @d+.f&hR+@) 
+ ‘b&x+ g,Mll C,(WEf’,@) C&J’) @~x+.LM)l- (B.21) 
Hence, from (B.17)-(B.21) 
n- %,% f”) =x(&N) (Cbd)XR$J’)?[@d+ S,(?>lEp,(O) %X+fa(V) 
- ‘P&x+ g,(v)1 Ep,(w) Cd4 %x+f,<fl 
- ‘[@xx+ g,(v)1 EC,@‘) Pl(o> %x+ MI) 
+ ‘1%x+ &(@I C,(w’>Ef’,(o) C,(w’> @3x+fa(f)l 
=X(S.N)(C~~~)i~y,~(~)lEy~f(~) 
by (4.39), (4.40), and (4.42). Hence, in limKlo the first term of (4.35) yields 
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2in times the second term of (4.53), and, similarly, the second term of (4.35) 
gives the third term of (4.53). 
We now evaluate limK10 of C,(K), Z,V(~) of (B. 14). We write 
ZE(K) = jp, >~) o,(l?, K; 4 N) drl + o,(l), (B.22) 
where 
The numerator here is a continuous function of 1 E (~8, cN) for K = 0 if at 
the zero 1= c Iti of dE(<, e(c-‘A)) we define dE(<, ql)(qA - cq / tl)-’ to be 
a,d,([, e(r)) (cf. (B.15)). Evaluating now in (4.32~(4.34) we have 
since f((r, F(Q) = -r(& e(r)) by (1.10). We set 
a,(<, 0 + ; 6, N) = (.‘I: a,(~, 0 + ; 6, N) dp 
.-z 
(B.24) 
= WC’ (2~~’ xcs,,dl~l) F(O 
Now, performing the matrix multiplications indicated in F(r) of (B.23), using 
(B.24), and letting u 10 in (B.22) we obtain (see (4.50), (4.52)) 
which on multiplying by 2i gives 2iz times the fourth term of (4.53). 
Similarly, C,(O’ ) yields the fifth term of (4.53). 
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